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Abstract

The upper atmosphere contains a layer of conductive gas that is the D region

ionosphere. The D region is a�ected by various sources that originate both from

Earth and the lower atmosphere and also from space. Yet, there are few meth-

ods to study this region due to its altitude. This PhD sets out to improve on

the existing widely used sub-ionospheric radio remote sensing method. Exist-

ing observations typically use a 20ms time resolution such that the narrowband

transmissions monitored can be approximated to a single frequency. A new, 1µs

time resolution technique is detailed in this thesis that is able to show the fre-

quency response and the fast variability of the transmission propagation. The new

technique was applied with transmissions at multiple frequencies yielding experi-

mental results that (1) suggest a new mechanism of ionospheric perturbation by

thunderstorm electrostatic �eld and; (2) provide the �rst observations of the fre-

quency dependence of wide angle sprite scattering. This technique can be applied

to further observations in support of the ASIM and TARANIS space missions to

study upper atmospheric lightning. More generally, it can also be applied to the

studies of D region processes and other sources of ionospheric perturbations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the thesis

The upper atmosphere and more speci�cally, the mesosphere, lower thermosphere

region ∼50�95 km is a�ected by many processes of terrestrial, extraterrestrial or

even extrasolar origins [Silber and Price, 2017, and references therein]. This region

is also the lowest layer of the ionosphere, the D region. The ionosphere is a layer of

conductive gas that forms the atmospheric global electric circuit and has a number

of e�ects on weather processes in the lower atmosphere [Williams and Mareev,

2014]. The D region can thus be said to be the connection between terrestrial

weather and space weather. However, this is also a region of the atmosphere that

is most di�cult to study. The altitude is too high for most direct measurements

except by rocket or balloon measurements, but too low for detailed observation

by satellites. Rocket and balloon measurements can only sample discrete points

in space or time and hence cannot provide a big picture view. Sub-ionospheric

radio remote sensing is a technique that is able to achieve continuous observation

of large portions of the D region at once. This can reveal long term trends which

are important in climatological studies [Clilverd et al., 2017]. However, to obtain

D region parameters from sub-ionospheric radio observations, complex modelling

of the radio propagation is required. The modelling is an inversion problem that

is neither absolute nor linear, usually ill-posed and will not yield unique solutions

[Sechrist, 1974]. The observations are also integrated measurements over long

paths hence having poor spatial resolutions. This is particularly problematic for

localised ionospheric perturbations such as those from thunderstorms.

Ionospheric perturbations related to thunderstorm electrical activity manifest as
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spectacular optical phenomena [Franz et al., 1990, Fukunishi et al., 1996, Pasko

et al., 2002, Pasko, 2003]. These are upper atmospheric lightning discharges that

were �rst postulated by [Wilson, 1924], but only recently observed. They result

from interactions between the strong electric �elds above thunderstorms and the

conductive gas of thte D region. γ-ray �ashes of terrestrial origins have also been

linked to the presence of the thunderstorm electric �eld [Fishman et al., 1994].

These phenomena are the motivation for the planned space missions, ASIM and

TARANIS [Blanc et al., 2007] with objectives to provide detailed observations of

upper atmospheric thunderstorm electrical activity from space. Lightning elec-

tromagnetic emissions can propagate as whistler mode waves to interact with

radiation belt particles causing the electron to precipitate into the D region. This

is potentially a signi�cant loss mechanism for radiation belt electrons [Gemelos

et al., 2009, Bourriez et al., 2016]. This is important for satellite operations as

they can be a�ected by conditions in the radiation belts.

Moreover, thunderstorms and lightning can be a threat to life and property

through �ash �oods, strong winds and lightning damage. There are also indirect

e�ects on health [e.g. Elliot et al., 2014] and climate [Schumann and Huntrieser,

2007]. Yet, there are still many unknowns about thunderstorms. Their electri�ca-

tion process for example [Saunders, 2008], leading to con�icting results in climate

modelling studies [Romps et al., 2014, Finney et al., 2018]. Another unknown

is the electric �eld that exist in the thundercloud and the initiation of lightning.

Electric �elds that have been measured in the thundercloud are not high enough

to support conventional dielectric breakdown for lightning initiation so that the

mechanism for the initiation of lightning leaders is still a mystery and subject to

active research [Dwyer and Uman, 2014, Rison et al., 2016, Chilingarian et al.,

2017].

The thesis sets out to improve on existing techniques for sub-ionospheric radio

analysis with the proposed application of investigating thunderstorm electrical

e�ects on the D region ionosphere. Existing measurements of sub-ionospheric

narrow band man-made VLF radio transmissions is performed with ∼20ms time

resolution which approximate the transmissions to a single frequency. A high

time resolution signal processing technique was developed and used to observe

thunderstorm related disturbances.
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1.1 Thesis structure

This thesis is submitted in the alternative format such that the main �ndings

of the PhD are included in paper format intended for journal publication. Nev-

ertheless, the next chapter provides a background to the results. It contains a

review of the existing theory behind various phenomena related to thunderstorms

and lightning e�ects on the lower ionosphere. This is discussed together with

observations reported in the literature and is essential for the interpretation of

the experimental results obtained. More detailed discussions are included in the

papers attached. A description of the signal processing techniques is also given.

The main signal processing techniques are described in the papers presented in

the next chapters. The result of this PhD are split into three papers, each with a

commentary preceeding the paper. The papers are:

1. �Lower ionosphere e�ects on narrowband VLF transmission propagation:

fast variabilities and frequency dependence�; This paper was accepted in

Radio Science and serves to introduce the signal processing and the inter-

pretation of the outputs together with some initial results.

2. �Lower ionospheric conductivity modi�cation during a convection surge�;

This paper is in draft form prepared for submission.

3. �Multi-frequency observations of Early sub-ionospheric radio disturbances

caused by lightning�; This paper is also in draft form prepared for submis-

sion.

Some concluding remarks are given in the �nal section of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Earth's atmosphere

The atmosphere is a layer of gas that is bound to the Earth by its gravity �eld.

This creates a horizontally strati�ed atmosphere of pressure and density that de-

creases roughly exponentially with altitude. The temperature of the atmosphere

also exhibits strong altitude dependence and layers in the atmosphere are de�ned

in meteorology by their temperature pro�le. The layer closest to the Earth's sur-

face, the troposphere, has temperatures that generally decrease with height. The

stratosphere, just above the troposphere, has a temperature pro�le that increases

with height. Similarly, the layers above, the mesosphere and thermosphere, are

also distinguished by changes in the temperature gradient. The temperature,

pressure and density of the atmospheric gases in�uence many of the phenomena

in the atmosphere.

The atmosphere is also increasingly ionised above the stratopause (>50 km) such

that it can be considered to be conductive1. This conductive gas produces e�ects

that are studied in di�erent �elds: (1) atmospheric winds in the conductive gas

produce short term variations in the magnetic �eld around Earth; (2) it forms a

spherical capacitor with the Earth's surface forming a atmospheric global electric

circuit; (3) it provides a re�ecting layer hence forming a waveguide for long range

radio propagation. This ionised atmosphere is called the ionosphere and has

1Lower atmospheric gases are weakly ionised and carry part of the Wilson current. However,
they can be considered to be non-conductive for radio waves.
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layers, D, E and F regions distinguished by peaks in ionisation that are produced

by the absorption of ionising radiation. The absorption rate is di�erent for the

various ionising radiation components and is balanced by chemical recombination

processes that remove electrons leading to the formation of the ionisation peaks of

each layer. The atmospheric thermodynamic properties determine a scale height

that a�ects the peak electron concentration and the height at which this peak

occurs. Other factors that may in�uence these characteristics are the solar zenith

angle and the intensity of the radiation for example [Budden, 1988, section 1.5].

Of interest in this work is the lowest layer, the D region of the ionosphere where

the ionisation is dominated by solar lyman-α. Since solar radiation is only present

during the day, D region ionisation has a strong diurnal pattern. The D region

extends downwards and is more conductive at a given height in the day. At night,

the D region is higher in altitude and the conductivity gradient is sharper (i.e. it

increases at a faster rate). The full theory governing the formation of each layer

is described in [Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969].

2.2 Sub-ionospheric radio propagation

Radio waves are radiated from di�erent sources of the surface of the Earth, man-

made transmissions and lightning for example. When considering wave prop-

agation, only the frequencies 10�500 kHz is considered in this thesis as in this

frequency range, the ionosphere acts as a conductive layer such that most of the

radio energy incident on the ionosphere would be re�ected back towards Earth.

This traps the radio energy in the cavity between the Earth and the ionosphere

and is the mechanism for radio propagation beyond the horizon. The conducting

surfaces of the Earth and the ionosphere can be described as a waveguide. The

propagation of electromagnetic waves can be determined by solving Maxwell's

equations, but for the Earth ionosphere waveguide this is not a trivial problem.

Several strategies have been developed and the easiest one to illustrate is the mode

theory. Assuming �rst that the ionosphere is a sharp conductive surface. There-

fore, a plane wave obliquely incident on this surface would be re�ected back down

to Earth. The re�ected wave would in turn be obliquely incident on the Earth's

surface and re�ect back up to the ionosphere. This second re�ected wave must be

consistent with the original plane wave to satisfy the boundary conditions which
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requires

RiRge
−2ikh sin θ = 1 (2.1)

which is the fundamental equation of mode theory [Budden, 1988, equation 8.4].

The variablesRi andRg are the re�ection coe�cients at the ionosphere and ground

respectively, k = ω
c
is the wavenumber, h is the height of the ionosphere and θ is

the angle of the wave normal with the re�ecting surface. This wave propagating

in the waveguide can thus be described simply as the summation of two crossing

plane waves, one is the �rst plane wave and the other is the �rst re�ected wave.

Since sin θ is cyclical, there can be many modes, each formed by two crossing plane

waves. This mode theory can be extended to consider more realistic scenarios like

a strati�ed ionosphere and the curved surfaces of the waveguide, but will not be

discussed here.

When considering re�ection of radio waves o� the ionosphere, the electrical prop-

erties of the ionospheric gas is important. This is de�ned by the number density

and collision frequency of the electrons and ions. An important quantity in when

considering plasma conductivity is the plasma frequency ωN which is proportional

to the number density
√
N . For electrons,

ω2
Ne =

Nee
2

ε0me

(2.2)

, where e is the electronic charge, Ne and me are the number density and mass

of electrons respectively and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. This de�nes

the contribution of the electrons to the charge polarisation in the plasma. The

permittivity of the plasma can be de�ned as

ε = n2 = 1− ω2
Ne/ω

2

1− ivc/ω
(2.3)

where vc is the collision frequency, ω is the wave frequency, and n is the refractive

index (approximating the relative permeabilityµ = 1). The magnetic �eld is

assumed to be negligible. The same can be found for the contribution of ions,

but since the mass of ions is many times larger, the plasma frequency is low.

Thus for most wave frequencies >15 kHz (the frequencies used in this thesis),

this contribution is usually not signi�cant [Cummer et al., 1998, section 3.2].

It can be seen that both the fundamental equation of modal propagation and
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the refractive index of the ionosphere and hence the re�ection coe�cient Ri are

frequency dependent.

The propagation of radio waves in the Earth ionosphere waveguide is called sub-

ionospheric propagation. It is seen from equations 2.1 and 2.3, that this propa-

gation is dependent on the ionospheric conductivity pro�le. Since the surface of

the Earth is relatively constant in time, sub-ionospheric radio propagation can

be used as a method to observe changes in the ionospheric conductivity. Conve-

niently, a number of countries operate high power long range naval communication

transmissions at VLF (typically 15�30 kHz) with relatively stable amplitude and

phase characteristics. These transmissions can be observed at remote sites to

probe the lower ionosphere, for example, to determine its height during di�erent

periods [e.g. Thomson et al., 2011, 2017]. LF/MF (30 kHz�3MHz) transmissions

have also been used [Farges et al., 2007, Higginson-Rollins and Cohen, 2017]. The

transmissions monitored are usually phase modulated transmissions, with many

using the Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) modulation scheme. Observations are

made with typically 20ms sampling time resolution (or decimated to be equivalent

to 20ms resolution) and approximate the transmission to a single frequency. MSK

transmissions actually have multiple frequency components so that both carrier

phase and the group delay can be measured. Polarisation of the sub-ionospheric

radio waves have also been measured to change during disturbances of di�erent

origins [Gross et al., 2018]. Sub-ionospheric radio remote sensing has also been

applied using lightning, by looking at the frequency response of the propagation

[Cummer et al., 1998], and using the time delay between the ground and successive

sky waves [Lay and Shao, 2011].

2.3 Thunderstorms and their e�ect on the lower

ionosphere

Thunderstorms are an essential part of the atmospheric global electric circuit as

they provide the electromotive force that maintains the potential gradient. During

convection, the collisions between ice and graupel particles in the mixed phase re-

gion (0 ◦C or ∼4 km altitude in the summer) imparts positive charge to the lighter

ice crystals and negative charge to the heavier graupel particles in general. The
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lighter ice crystals are lofted above the graupel in the convective updraught thus

setting up distinct charge regions in the thundercloud. Although other mech-

anisms are possible, this non-inductive process is likely to be the dominating

mechanism in thundercloud charging [Saunders, 2008, and references therein].

Build up of charges in each charge region leads to an increasing electric �eld that

eventually discharges in the form of lightning. This is commonly explained by

convention gas breakdown physics where the electric �eld strength becomes large

enough to overcome the ionising energy of the gas molecules in air. However,

empirical observations so far have not indicated that electric �elds in thunder-

storms approach the breakdown �eld. Additional factors have been proposed

in attempting to bridge this gap, for e.g., secondary electrons from cosmic rays

feeding a relativistic runaway breakdown process [Gurevich et al., 1992] and �eld

enhancement by hydrometeors, but a satisfactory explanation remains elusive.

The thundercloud electric �eld also exists outside the cloud. In particular, the

electric �eld extends above the thunderstorm, decreasing in strength with distance

from the cloud. The thunderstorm charge structure can be approximated to a

vertical dipole2, so the �eld above is proportional to r−3, where r is the vertical

distance above the thunderstorm. The conventional gas breakdown threshold �eld,

Ek, however, decreases at an even faster rate. Ek is proportional to pressure and

since the atmospheric pressure decreases with altitude at an exponential rate, Ek
decreases similarly. Without considering other factors, the thunderstorm electric

�eld should exceed the conventional breakdown �eld Ek [Pasko, 2010, �gure 2]

and produce a discharge somewhere above the thunderstorm - a scenario that was

�rst considered by [Wilson, 1924].

Normally the thunderstorm electric �eld arising from the cloud charge structure

induces screening charge at the bottom of the conductive ionosphere so that it does

not penetrate to altitudes where it can cause breakdown. However, it is possible

for the thunderstorm electric activity to in�uence lower ionospheric conductivity

via a number of mechanisms; (1) heating from thundercloud electrostatic �eld; (2)

heating via lightning ElectroMagnetic Pulse (EMP) or QuasiElectrostatic (QE)

�elds set up from lightning charge moment change and; (3) heating and ionisation

via lightning EMP or QE. These mechanims will be described in more detail in

2Only crude approximation for illustration, the charge structure is complex in reality. Espe-
cially for large systems, supercells and MCSs for example
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the sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 below.

2.3.1 Observation of Early events

The D region ionosopheric perturbations associated with these mechanisms are

localised in time and space such that it is di�cult to observe except with sub-

ionospheric radio remote sensing. Important features of disturbances on sub-

ionospheric radio related to thunderstorm electrical activity are the rise and recov-

ery times and the onset delay times. The rise times are typically rapid compared

to the recovery times. The onset delay refers to the time between an identi�ed

causative lightning and the start of the disturbance rise time. For brevity, dis-

turbances with short onset delays <20ms will be referred to as `Early events'

and disturbances with longer delays as `Trimpis' in this chapter. This terminol-

ogy is used to describe the phenomenology whilst avoiding association with any

particular physical mechanism.

Initial observations of lightning related disturbance events were associated with

energetic electron precipitation triggered by whistler mode waves originating from

lightning electromagnetic radiation [Voss et al., 1984, 1998, Inan et al., 2007].

These were referred to as Trimpis and exhibited onset delays that were attributed

to the propagation time of the whistler mode wave to the radiation belts and for

the electrons to precipitate along the magnetic �eld lines into the lower ionosphere.

This onset delay is thus dependent on the geomagnetic latitude; the propagation

path is longer for higher latitudes (higher L shells) [Inan et al., 2010, section 2].

Later observers recognised that some Trimpi events had delays that were less than

the time resolution of measurement at the time (100ms) such that the electron

precipitation mechanism was implausible [Armstrong, 1983]. These were later

categorised as Early events and suggested to have a more direct mechanism [Inan

et al., 1988]. Early events are also observed to have a larger variation in their

recovery times (∼10�200 s) compared to Trimpis (∼100�200 s) [Sampath et al.,

2000].
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2.3.2 Heating by electrostatic �eld from thundercloud charge

The screening of the thunderstorm electrostatic �eld reduces its strength but it

still exists in the ionosphere. It was proposed that this steady weak electrostatic

�eld could produce a sustained heating e�ect that is perturbed when lightning dis-

charge produces a sudden change in the thundercloud charge structure, thereby

producing Early events [Inan et al., 1996, Pasko et al., 1998a]. The sudden change

in the steady heating state should then recover with the re-charging of the thun-

derstorm which is consistent with the time scales for Early event recovery. This

mechanism produces only small changes in the conductivity which cannot explain

larger observed Early events. Taking the geomagnetic �eld into account, a mod-

elling study showed that the conductivity change can be larger at low geomagnetic

dip angles [Kabirzadeh et al., 2017].

Sub-ionospheric radio observations using broadband lightning ElectroMagnetic

Pulse (EMP), however, does show a relationship between thunderstorm and light-

ning activity with night time lower ionospheric conductivity variations [Shao et al.,

2013]. It was found that the ionospheric conductivity pro�les above thunderstorms

were di�erent from fair weather periods [Lay et al., 2014]. However, the intermit-

tent nature of lightning EMP means it is not possible to associate the variations

with individual lightning discharges and the variations could instead be driven

by the slower changes in the thunderstorm cloud charging. This was explored by

modelling using detailed chemical kinetics and found to produce signi�cant reduc-

tions in conductivity [Salem et al., 2016]. The in�uence of thunderstorm cloud

charging variations is supported by a sub-ionospheric radio disturbance observa-

tion that exhibited a rise time of 20�60 s coinciding with a pronounced increase

in the weak intra-cloud lightning activity of a thunderstorm near the receiver

[Koh et al., 2018c]. The long rise time was attributed to thunderstorm electro-

static �eld change due to a surge in convection as the updraught produces further

charge separation.
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2.3.3 Lightning heating and ionisation of the ionosphere

and Transient Luminous Events

The screening charge has a relaxation time that is inversely proportional to con-

ductivity so that transient strong electric �elds can exist at higher altitudes above

the thunderstorm before the screening charge can react. Fast changes in the elec-

tric �eld can be produced by the thunderstorm via lightning discharges. There are

two main mechanisms; (1) lightning EMP which is produced by the acceleration

of charges and; (2) QuasiElectrostatic (QE) �elds that form above the screening

layer when thundercloud charge is rapidly neutralised by lightning [Liu et al.,

2015, and references therein]. The strength of the electric �eld in the ionosphere

due to EMP should be relative to the current rise time (i.e. charge acceleration)

and for QE is related to the change in charge moment.

The existence of transient electric �elds in the ionosphere produces heating and

ionisation e�ects. The heating e�ect of electromagnetic radiation was �rst recog-

nised from the cross modulation of radio transmissions [Tellegen, 1933]. This

mechanism was further investigated using powerful terrestrial VLF radio trans-

mitters producing appreciable heating e�ects at high altitudes ∼80 km [e.g. Inan,

1990, Dowden and Adams, 1992, Barr, 1996]. The heating by radio transmitters

at VLF should also be produced by lightning EMP. However, the temperature

relaxation times of ionosphere is <1 s at <90 km altitude so that the heating ef-

fect of the short EMP would be brief. Sub-ionospheric radio remote sensing with

MF amplitude modulated transmissions appear to be able to detect the EMP

heating e�ect [Farges et al., 2007]. The recovery times of the disturbances are in

agreement with the expected temperature relaxation times of <1 s.

In addition to heating, stronger �elds also produce ionisation which can signif-

icantly alter ionospheric conductivity. This can also produce optical emissions,

for example, sprites, sprite halos and elves3 that are collectively termed Transient

Luminous Events (TLEs) [Pasko et al., 2012]. Heating and ionisation by QE �elds

resulting from strong lightning discharges were modelled and found to be consis-

tent with sprite observations [Pasko et al., 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998b, Qin et al.,

3The term ELVES is actually an acronym for `Emissions of Light and VLF perturbations
due to EMP Sources' coined by [Fukunishi et al., 1996]. It is not presented as an acronym
(i.e. capitalised) in this thesis to be consistent with not giving names to phenomena that will
associate a particular physical mechanism.
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2011]. The luminosity of sprite plasma is brief, associated with the relaxation

of the screening charge to remove the QE �eld but the relaxation of the excess

ionisation produced at sprite altitudes 60�85 km [Gerken et al., 2000] is much

slower ∼10�100 s, consistent with Early event observations. The link with sprites

led to many studies of concurrent Early events to con�rm that sprites are indeed

the result of ionisation, but with con�icting results [Koh et al., 2018a, section 1

and references therein]. Halos are another optical phenomenon that are produced

by the QE mechanism and were also thought to produce Early events. Using a

linear array of receivers (HAIL array), sub-ionospheric radio disturbances were

found to agree with an ionospheric conductivity perturbation that is 150 km wide

- consistent with a forward scattering pattern from Halos [Johnson et al., 1999,

Moore et al., 2003]. Strong EMP is also thought to be able to produce ionisa-

tion and optical emissions (elves) [Inan et al., 1991, Taranenko et al., 1993a,b].

From optical observations, elves occur at higher ∼85�95 km altitudes [van der

Velde and Montanyà, 2016] than sprites and halos. The altitude meant that for

commonly monitored VLF radio transmission frequencies 15�30 kHz, the distur-

bance produced would not be detectable except for the strongest elves [Koh et al.,

2018a, section 8 and references therein]. However, Early events were observed to

occur coincidentally with sferic bursts which exhibited slow onsets up to 3 s; this

was postulated to be the e�ect of lightning EMP conditioning the ionospheric

conductivity before a subsequent discharge produces a sprite [Haldoupis et al.,

2006]. Subsequent modelling predicts that successive lightning EMP may be able

to produce such Early/slow events [Marshall et al., 2010]. At such altitudes, the

ionisation recovery is thought to be longer and were proposed as the mechanism

of LOng Recovery Early (LORE) events [Haldoupis et al., 2013].

2.4 Analysis of atmospheric signals

It is common in engineering to represent signals using the Fourier Transform (FT),

i.e., as a sum of sinusoids with di�erent frequencies. This is possible for determinis-

tic signals, the user de�ned input to a control system for example. However, when

a signal is measured there is always a degree of randomness that is associated with

some naturally occurring physical process, for example, the Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution of gas particle velocities, Poisson distributed lightning occurence,
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Gaussian distributed Johnson-Nyquist noise (electronic thermal noise). Addition-

ally, it is impossible to measure an in�nite length of signal as de�ned in the FT.

Therefore, the properties of measured signals are always estimated from a �nite

length observation which is equivalent to applying a time window to the signal,

i.e. ws(t), where s(t) is the time series signal and w is some window function that

is only non-zero t1 < t < t2. The FT can then be applied to the �nite length,

time windowed signal to estimate its power spectrum.

Previously, analysis of lightning signals was almost exclusively performed using

the time series [e.g. Schonland et al., 1940]. A lightning impulse encompasses

signals from di�erent processes, the leader and the return stroke for example, that

happen in a short duration typically <1 s [Rakov et al., 1994]. Time resolution is

thus important in the analysis of such signals. It is possible to perform a short

time FT by taking a narrow window. Consider a basic rectangular window w(t)

where all samples are given the same unitary weight. The FT of the window

can be found analytically as it is a deterministic signal and has a characteristic
sin(ωτw/2)
ωτw/2

shape, where τw = t2 − t1 is the time length of the window. This shape

is known as the sampling function and is zero where ωτw
2

is an integer multiple

of π. The width from the maximum of the sampling function at ω = 0 to the

�rst zero at ω = 2π
τw

decreases with τw. The FT of the windowed signal is the

convolution of the signal frequency spectrum with the sampling function for the

window. The result is a spreading of the energy from one frequency component

onto the neighbouring frequency components (spectral leakage) that is determined

by the sampling function. To improve time resolution, τw can be made smaller

but spectral leakage increases and spectral quality degrades.

To illustrate, consider a signal sampled in time, each sample represents an in-

�nitesimally short duration so that the window period is the number of sample

periods, i.e., τw = (Nw − 1)TS, where Nw is the number samples in the window

and TS is the sampling period. The width of the sampling function to the �rst

zero is ωS

Nw−1
where ωS = 2π

TS
is the angular sampling frequency. The FT of a signal

can be calculated for a single sample but the energy of any frequency component

would be spread across the entire spectrum. The corrollary is that the FT of a

single sample of a signal has frequency components that all have the same value

as the value of that sample and zero phase. Thus, the original time series signal

is already the single sample FT for all the samples in the signal.
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However, the real valued time series signal is inconvenient for calculations involv-

ing phase and frequency. In interferometry for example, sub sample rate timing

accuracy can be obtained using phase information [Mezentsev and Füllekrug, 2013,

Füllekrug et al., 2014], or signal to noise ratio can be improved [Schimmel and

Paulssen, 1997]. A trade-o� can be made by sacri�cing time resolution but is not

ideal. Another strategy is to use the Hilbert transform to convert the real valued

signal to a complex analytic signal. The Hilbert transform is used in several dif-

ferent �elds, including seismology [Taner et al., 1979]. Its e�ect can be described

as a π
2
phase shift of negative frequency components and a −π

2
phase shift of

positive frequency components in a real valued signal. The Hilbert transformed

signal can then by multiplied the imaginary unit i, which is equivalent to phase

shifting the positive frequencies back. Then, the complex analytic signal can be

obtained adding this imaginary number to the real valued original signal. This is

formulated as

sc(n) = s(n) + iH{s(n)} (2.4)

where H is the Hilbert transform operator and xc is the complex analytic signal.

The amplitude envelope and the phase of this signal can be calculated for every

sample of this signal by taking the modulus and argument respectively, i.e. |s(n)|
and arctan( I(sc(n))

R(sc(n))
), hence, time resolution is preserved whilst phase information

is extracted.

In practice, the complex analytic signal can be obtained by taking the FT of x(t)

and zeroing the negative frequencies before taking the inverse FT to revert to the

time domain. This works by recognising Euler's formula so that a real valued

sinusoid can be described using two complex valued exponentials of opposite po-

larity frequencies, e.g., cos(ωt) = eiωt+e−iωt

2
. Only the complex valued signal of

positive frequency is left after removing the negative frequency. The amplitude of

this signal has to be doubled to restore the original signal amplitude. The com-

plex analytic signal can then be described as a summation of complex phasors of

positive frequencies as per the complex form of the FT,

sc(n) =
1

π

∑
ω=0

X(ω)eiωnTS (2.5)

. The amplitude |sc(n)| is thus the resultant amplitude of the sum of the com-

plex phasors of all positive frequency components. Similarly, the phase ϕ =
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arctan( I(sc(n))
R(sc(n))

) is the resultant of all the frequency components. Since the ϕ can

be calculated every sample, an instantaneous frequency can be found from the

phase rate of change with time, fi = 1
2π

d

dt
ϕ.

2.4.1 Narrow band signals and impulsive signals

The instaneous phase of a complex analytic signal with a single frequency is

easy to de�ne but it is not so for a signal with multiple frequency components

[Bracewell, 1990]. Man-made commnication signals typically modulate informa-

tion on a carrier wave for transmission. The modulation is designed to be narrow-

band and frequency e�cient so as to maximise the data rate without interfering

other transmissions on adjacent frequencies. For these narrow band transmissions,

the amplitude envelope is wide and the phase and instantaneous frequency can

be described as representative of the frequency components that are largest and

hence exert the most e�ect on the received signal in the summation of equation

2.5. Many transmissions are continous wave signals (i.e. the amplitude envelope

is constant), modulated in phase or frequency. These signals transition from one

frequency to another with time, for example, Minimum Shift Keying is a binary

frequency modulation scheme where the transmitted frequency is at one of two

sideband frequencies at any time [Pasupathy, 1979]. The instantaneous frequency

is hence the transmitted frequency that changes with time and the phase is al-

ways de�ned. Amplitude modulated transmissions can be described as a single

frequency component with varying amplitude, hence the instantaneous frequency

is simply a constant at the carrier frequency but the amplitude envelope changes

with time. For amplitude modulated transmissions that modulate to `o�', the

instantaneous frequency and phase are unde�ned during the `o�' symbols [Koh

et al., 2018c, section 3].

The radiated electric �eld from a lightning return stroke for example, has a con-

tinuous spectrum that displays a series of peaks and troughs in an interference

pattern that is dependent on the propagation distance [Liu et al., 2018, �gure 1].

Such signals exhibit rapid changes in instantaneous frequency and phase . In such

cases, ϕ and fi can be unde�ned when |sc(n)| is small. Only when the amplitude

envelope is largest can the instantaneous frequency and phase be said to represent

the dominant frequency components of the signal. This makes sense as the signal
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to noise ratio is best at the highest amplitude.

The cross-correlation of two signals s1 and s2 can be calculated as

Φ1,2(m) =

∣∣∣∣ 1

M

∑
s1(n)s2(n+m)∑ |s1(n)||s2(n+m)|

∣∣∣∣ (2.6)

and can be considered as a minimisation of the least squares di�erence between

s1 and s2. This produces a sharp peak for wide band signals. However, for

narrow band signals, the cross correlation produces broader, less de�ned peaks.

Hence, for wideband signals, the peak of the cross-correlation coe�cient is a good

estimate of the delay of s1 relative to s2. This delay can also be understood

as the gradient of the phase frequency response, or group delay and is a single

value across all frequencies for a simple time delay. However, it can vary with

frequency, in which case the phase frequency response is non-linear. This non-

linearity can be seen even over a narrow bandwidth [Koh et al., 2018b, �gure 3]

and results in a distortion of the signal. In this scenario, since the cross-correlation

gives a time delay, it can be considered as giving a linear estimate of the phase

frequency gradient. However, the resolution of the cross-correlation is limited to

the sampling time resolution. The value of the cross-correlation coe�cient peak

can be also understood as the coherence between s1 and s2 [c.f. Füllekrug et al.,

2016, equation 2] so that the comparison of the similarity of two signals can be

quanti�ed.

Bandpass �ltering can be applied to isolate narrow band transmissions, however,

some proportion of wide band noise will be present in the transmission bandwidth.

For example, lightning interference on �ltered narrow band transmissions. Even

in the absence of obvious wide band noise sources, there is always some variability

in sub-ionospherically propagation radio transmissions that has been attributed

to changes in the ionosphere [Koh et al., 2018b].
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Chapter 3

Lower ionosphere e�ects on

narrowband VLF transmission

propagation: fast variabilities and

frequency dependence

Commentary

Investigating the instantaneous phase and frequency of the complex analytic sig-

nal from a man-made narrowband VLF transmission that has been frequency

shifted to its carrier frequency, it was noticed that the frequency of Minimum

Shift Keying (MSK) modulated transmissions shifts between two values centred

about zero. When viewed in the complex plane, the movement of the complex

analytic signal vector would be clockwise or anti-clockwise re�ecting a positive or

negative instantaneous frequency. Using interferometric methods on a novel small

array, [Füllekrug et al., 2015] found that the wavenumber of one such transmission

exhibited a similar shift synchronous with the frequency shifts between positive

and negative. Recognising that the frequency shift originates from the transmis-

sion, this paper proposes that the changing wavenumber is due to a surprising

frequency dependence of the wave propagation even though the frequency shift of

the transmission is only 100Hz (<5% of the carrier frequency).

Further, using a 1MHz sampling rate radio receiver and the complex analytic

signal, a detailed analysis of the instantaneous phase and frequency shifting of

18



the MSK transmission was carried out. It was found that the exact modulation

scheme used is Gaussian MSK (GMSK), a more frequency e�cient variant of

MSK. GMSK di�ers from MSK only around transitions between the positive and

negative frequencies, so if the transitions are ignored they are e�ectively the same.

Previous analysis of these transmissions uses a demodulation algorithm from com-

munications engineering that produces outputs with time resolution limited by the

signalling rate of the transmission (usually 5ms) so that the transitions are not

considered. A method is described in this paper where the GMSK transmitted

signal is modelled using the demodulated received information. The modelled

transmitted signal can be compared to the received signal so that the residual

can be attributed to propagation e�ects from the ionosphere. This process can

be thought of as an interferometric method with two stations, one is the received

signal and the other is the modelled signal. A number of outputs can be obtained;

(1) a `full resolution' amplitude and phase disturbance signal that is computed

for each sample of the received signal; (2) a 1 s distribution can be found from

the full resolution signal from which the statistical mode and standard deviation

can be determined and; (3) a propagation frequency response from the transfer

function of the received and modelled signal.

Using both the small array dataset from a short period and a single station record-

ing of night to day change, the original contributions of this paper are:

(1) A non-linear propagation frequency response is seen on a narrow band VLF

transmission. Both amplitude and phase frequency response is seen to change

with the night to day transition. Most existing measurements approximate the

transmission to one frequency and so cannot observe frequency dependence. Fre-

quency dependence has been reported but using only the two frequencies (ignoring

the transitions) [Adams and Dowden, 1990] or only for phase [Gross et al., 2018].

(2) Fast variabilities are seen in the full resolution signal not associated with the

transmission. These variabilities change with time and are attributed to iono-

spheric variability. The fast variabilities were highlighted in [Füllekrug et al.,

2015] but not seen to change over a longer period. No other reported methods

can observe this.
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Abstract11

The man-made narrowband VLF transmission from Rhauderfehn, Germany is studied using12

high accuracy, micro-second time resolution measurements in Bath, UK. The high time res-13

olution enables a novel comparison of the measurements with a detailed simulation of the14

transmitted signal. It is found that the wave propagation frequency response exhibits non-15

linear amplitude and phase changes with frequency over the narrow transmission bandwidth16

during the time of the measurements (13 May 2011 15:00:03–15:00:09UTC). The high time17

resolution also enables measurements of fast variabilities in the wave propagation <5ms.18

The fast propagation variabilities are likely to originate from integrated ionospheric variabil-19

ity over the propagation path or fast ionospheric processes. The wave propagation frequency20

response measurement has potential benefits in the study of the lower ionosphere, in particu-21

lar during highly variable perturbations such as those caused by lightning.22

1 Introduction23

The lower ionosphere D and lower E region from ∼50-90 km altitude exhibits signif-24

icant spatial and temporal variations driven by a number of phenomena such as lightning25

discharges, neutral atmosphere and solar variabilities, space weather etc. Such events are dif-26

ficult to observe with sufficient coverage due to the altitude range which can only be reached27

from the ground by rockets but which is too low for satellites. Remote sensing methods can28

address this challenge and the propagation of VLF radio waves (3-30 kHz) in the Earth-29

ionosphere waveguide provide a convenient way to observe conductivity perturbations in the30

lower ionosphere [e.g. Barr et al., 2000; Rodger, 2003; Inan et al., 2010; Silber and Price,31

2017, and references therein].32

In particular, thunderstorms produce localised conductivity perturbations via a variety33

of mechanisms. Lightning-induced electron precipitation events have been identified from34

disturbances on man-made narrowband VLF transmissions [e.g. Helliwell et al., 1973]. An-35

other class of disturbances was identified with similar VLF signatures but without observable36

delay from the causative lightning discharge - suggesting more direct lightning-ionosphere37

coupling [e.g. Armstrong, 1983; Inan et al., 1988]. These ‘early’ disturbances sometimes38

occur simultaneously with transient luminous events (TLEs) such as sprites and elves and it39

is discussed whether the two are causally linked [e.g. Rodger, 2003; Inan et al., 2010; Hal-40

doupis et al., 2013]. Candidate mechanisms for these ‘early’ disturbances are, for example,41

quasi-electrostatic effects from lightning discharge induced charge moment changes, and42
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lightning electromagnetic pulse. Typically, it takes ∼5-200 s for ‘early’ disturbances to re-43

cover to undisturbed levels, but ‘early’ disturbances with longer recoveries (LOREs) have44

recently been identified [Cotts and Inan, 2007; Haldoupis et al., 2012] leading to various45

studies on potential mechanisms for persistent ionospheric perturbation [Salut et al., 2012;46

Haldoupis et al., 2013; NaitAmor et al., 2013; Kotovsky and Moore, 2016; Gordillo-Vázquez47

et al., 2016; Kotovsky et al., 2016]. Additionally, thundercloud electrostatic fields have an48

effect on the lower ionospheric conductivity profile [Pasko et al., 1998; Lay et al., 2014;49

Salem et al., 2016]. The monitoring of man-made narrowband VLF transmissions is thus50

relevant to understanding thunderstorm impact on the lower ionosphere and the different51

physical mechanisms. The complexity of the possible shape and uncertainty about the size52

and duration of the perturbations and their causative mechanisms drive the need for more53

detailed measurements and modelling. For example, holographic strip imaging of perturba-54

tions using a number of receivers arranged in a line perpendicular to the propagation path55

was attempted to determine the extent of lightning-ionospheric perturbations [Chen et al.,56

1996; Johnson et al., 1999; Moore et al., 2003] and various studies have considered Gaus-57

sian [Moore et al., 2003; NaitAmor et al., 2017] and column [Hardman et al., 1998; Marshall58

et al., 2006] shapes.59

Existing observations of VLF transmission disturbances are mostly single receiver60

measurements with ∼20ms resolution. The frequency modulation of the VLF transmissions61

mean that the transmission switches between two sideband frequencies around the carrier62

frequency (described further in section 3) - a characteristic that has been used to make dual63

frequency observations [Dowden and Adams, 1989]. However, most observations approxi-64

mate the VLF transmissions to a monotone at the carrier frequency. Recently, high accuracy,65

micro-second time resolution small aperture array measurements reveal that the propagation66

of the VLF transmission signal exhibits variabilities on time scales�20ms [Füllekrug et al.,67

2015b], thus sparking the motivation to investigate the cause of the propagation variabili-68

ties. These propagation effects should be observable as VLF transmission disturbances on69

a single receiver. This work presents a method to derive the VLF transmission disturbances70

on short time scales which elucidates further details of the multipath propagation and its fast71

variabilities. The purpose is to push existing techniques for lower ionospheric observation by72

showing that more physical detail can be inferred from detailed measurement.73

The method is described in section 3 and applied to an equivalent single receiver record-74

ing derived from the array data so that the propagation variabilities may be investigated75
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further. The method is shown to be able to extract the variabilities from the equivalent sin-76

gle receiver data in section 4 and that some of the variability is closely associated with the77

changing frequency content of the transmission. The array processing of multiple high bit-78

depth, high sampling rate recordings to observe the wavenumber vectors is computationally79

expensive and so is currently impractical for long term monitoring. Gathering such data is80

also logistically difficult; array baselines need to be in the kilometre range to make sensible81

observations of radio waves with wavelengths that are sensitive to lower ionospheric conduc-82

tivities. Whilst these obstacles are not insurmountable, it is more convenient to use a single83

receiver. The data gathered with the array was during an arbitrary period when ionospheric84

conditions were stable, so it is unknown how the propagation variabilities will change with85

the ionosphere. Thus, analysis of single receiver data (a different dataset to the array) when86

the terminator is moving along the propagation path was performed with the method. The87

results are shown in section 5 and illustrate the effect of the diurnal change in the ionosphere88

on the frequency dependence of propagation.89

2 Experimental data90

In this study, we use a recording of the VLF transmission from Rhauderfehn, Germany91

at 23.4 kHz (denoted DHO), averaged from a 10 receiver array situated within a square kilo-92

meter area near Bath, UK [Mezentsev and Füllekrug, 2013]. The reason for using the array93

dataset is to investigate the propagation variabilities concluded from the array analysis by94

[Füllekrug et al., 2015b]. This dataset covers a short arbitrary period when ionospheric con-95

ditions were stable.96

Each receiver is a wideband vertical electric field sensor that samples every 1 µs, with97

an amplitude resolution of ∼35 µV/m and timing accuracy of ∼20 ns [Füllekrug, 2010].98

The accuracy of the array measurements has been shown to be close to instrumental lim-99

its [Füllekrug et al., 2014, section 6]. The time of the recording analysed in this study is a100

6 s period from 15:00:03–15:00:09UTC on 13 May 2011. The size of the array (∼1 km2,101

with the largest distance between a pair of receivers being ∼1260m) is unique in the study102

of subionospheric propagation - it is much smaller than either the distance from the trans-103

mitter (∼700 km) or the wavelength (∼13 km). This means the wavefield travelling over the104

array can be approximated with a plane wave. The recordings can be aligned in time by mul-105

tiplying with a reference plane wave, eikr l , where k is the wavenumber vector and r l is the106

position vector of each receiver with index l in the array.107
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Additionally, each recording is frequency shifted so that the angular transmission car-108

rier frequency ωc is at baseband after multiplying with a phasor e−iωc and subsequently a109

low-pass filter is applied to isolate the transmission of interest. This produces narrowband110

complex analytic signals, yl(t), of the baseband transmission from which the amplitude and111

phase can be computed for each individual sample. These signals are finally averaged across112

all receivers in the array.113

yr (t) = 1
L

L∑
l=1

yl(t)eikr l . (1)114

The proximity between the receivers in the array (<1260m) mean that the signal sampled115

by each receiver is from approximately the same propagation path. Thus, the result can be116

considered as a recording from an equivalent single receiver.117

Man-made sources of interference present in the data (for e.g., the sources between118

∼20 to 250 kHz documented in [Füllekrug et al., 2015a]) are already effectively removed by119

the narrowband filter applied. Natural sources of interference in the data are weak lightning120

signals from far away storms (>900 km away [Füllekrug et al., 2016]). Most of the electro-121

magnetic energy radiated by lightning is centered around 10 kHz. Additionally, higher fre-122

quencies from sferics attenuate faster with distance so that the far away sferics in the filtered123

data are of small amplitude. This noise is further reduced by the averaging process, although124

the effect is small - all the results obtained with the equivalent single receiver data are similar125

to results computed with only the data from one receiver in the array. This may not always126

be the case in general and there may be periods when there is strong sferic interference. The127

effect of strong sferic interference is considered in section 3.128

The derivation of ionospheric perturbation signals from disturbances on VLF trans-129

missions requires an understanding of the source field - the detailed model of the VLF trans-130

mission used in this work to extract the transmission disturbances is described in section 3.131

A key assumption of this method is that the transmission at source is exactly as described132

by the model. The assumption is largely valid as transmissions follow a known modulation133

scheme. In practice, VLF transmissions such as DHO are operated for broadcast communi-134

cations purposes and only to the accuracy required by their specific purpose and thus have135

unknown imperfections.136

Existing long term observations note that VLF transmissions have good amplitude137

and phase stability, although this is not always the case. There may be periods when there138

are random phase jumps in the transmission, or the transmission clock is not locked to a fre-139
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quency standard and the transmission experiences a frequency drift [Thomson et al., 2011a].140

For example, the frequency of DHO has been reported to vary by a small fraction (<100 µHz)141

of its published centre frequency of 23.4 kHz [Thomson et al., 2017]. In this case, the phase142

disturbance calculated (see section 3) would ramp in time with a gradient equivalent to ∆ω,143

the angular frequency difference between the assumed centre frequency and the actual trans-144

mitted centre frequency. Over a 1 s processing period, its effect is <0.036°, i.e., around a145

magnitude smaller than the variabilities seen in the results and so is not significant in this146

work. There are also no amplitude or phase jumps in the data used.147

3 Measurement of VLF transmission disturbances148

A modulation scheme common amongst VLF transmissions is Gaussian Minimum149

Shift Keying (GMSK) - a spectrally efficient variant of Minimum Shift Keying (MSK). MSK150

transmissions can be described in complex notation as Aeiφ(t)eiωc t , a signal with time-varying151

phase φ(t) (which contains the message) but constant amplitude A. The amplitude of the re-152

ceived transmission is understood as an indicator of the ionospheric disturbance signal, as-153

suming that the variations of the source amplitude of the transmitted signal are small.154

The time-varying phase from the transmitted message has to be removed to get the155

phase disturbance. Specifically for MSK, the message m(t) is encoded in φ(t) so that156

φ(t) = ωs

4

∫ t

−∞
m(t) dt, (2)157

where m(t) is a sequence of symbols represented by either positive or negative unity values.158

The length of each symbol in the sequence is Ts = 1/ fs , where fs = ωs/2π is the symbol159

rate. The angular baseband frequency can be derived using160

ω(t) = d
dt
φ(t) = ωs

4
m(t) (3)161

where ω can only be one of two values since m can only be either positive or negative unity,162

i.e.,163

ω =



+
ωs

4 when m = 1

−ωs

4 when m = −1
(4)164

Therefore, a MSK transmission can be considered to be a special case of frequency shift165

keying where the message is transmitted by the pattern of switching between two specific166

sideband frequencies, ±ωs

4 , spaced ωs

2 apart. The two sideband frequencies are symmetric167

around the carrier frequency so that at baseband they have opposite polarities. A Gaussian168
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filter is applied to smooth the symbol transitions to improve spectral efficiency. Specifically,169

equation 2 becomes170

φ(t) = ωs

4

∫ t

−∞
mg(t) dt, (5)171

where mg(t) is the Gaussian filtered m(t). This variant of MSK is known as GMSK.172

The instantaneous frequency of the received signal, fi = ωi/2π, can be calculated from173

the received phase φr = arg(yr ) = arctan( =(yr )<(yr ) ), given ωi =
d
dt φr (t). The symbol sequence174

m(t) can be inferred from the polarity of ωi as per equation 4, which is essentially a demodu-175

lation operation. Once the symbol sequence has been determined, it can be modulated using176

the GMSK scheme as per equation 5 to estimate the transmitted phase φ(t).177

The phase of this estimated transmission for a 300ms period (15:00:05.485–15:00:05.785UTC)178

is shown in figure 1, left panel in solid blue and red lines. Its corresponding instantaneous179

frequency is shown in the right panel, also in solid blue and red lines. The blue and red180

colours represent the periods when a ‘+’ or ‘-’ symbol respectively is transmitted and the181

vertical grid lines delineate each symbol. During a ‘+’ symbol, the phase increases by a rate182

determined by the positive sideband frequency. For DHO, fs = 200Hz, so the positive side-183

band frequency is 50Hz as per equation 4 - this is shown in the instantaneous frequency in184

blue. During a ‘-’ symbol, the phase decreases at an equal rate but of opposite polarity to185

that of a ‘+’ symbol as per the negative sideband frequency (−50Hz, shown in the instanta-186

neous frequency in red). The phase and instantaneous frequency of the received transmis-187

sion (shown in the dashed green lines on the same plots) are similar to those of the estimated188

transmission with small deviations which are more visible in instantaneous frequency (the189

phase of the estimated and received transmissions are shown with an arbitrary offset for clar-190

ity).191

The received phase includes a time delay, τp , introduced by the propagation from192

transmitter to receiver. Consider a period t1 − τp to t1 when the transmission is transmitting193

a symbol m1, than the transmission has a frequency ω1 in this period. This signal propagates194

at a phase velocity which has a magnitude at some proportion of the speed of light, the ex-195

act value is dependent on parameters of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide at VLF, so that the196

absolute delay introduced by the propagation is unknown. The phase of the received trans-197

mission at t1,198

φr (t1) = φ(t1) − ω1τp = φ(t1 − τp). (6)199
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This propagation delay can be considered to be composed of a constant part that results from200

the average geometry of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide and a time variable part produced201

by changes in the ionospheric conductivity profile.202

In practice, the absolute start phase of the transmission is also unknown (equivalent203

to the integration constant of equation 5) and the transmitted phase is calculated from the204

received signal which contains the unknown propagation delay τp . This estimated transmit-205

ted phase is thus φe = φ(t1) − ω1τe − C where τe is approximately the propagation delay206

and C is the constant offset introduced by the unknown transmission start phase. The actual207

propagation delay can vary with both time and frequency, i.e. τp(t, ω), whereas the delay in208

the estimated transmitted phase (τe) is taken to be a single time delay value that can be inter-209

preted as the constant part of the propagation delay. This value (τe) is referred to thereafter210

as the delay estimate. The calculated phase disturbance is thus,211

φd = φr − φe = ω1(τe − τp) + C. (7)212

Hence, φd is a relative measure with offset ω1τe + C.213

The received amplitude and phase disturbance can be calculated per sample of the214

recording, resulting in a very high time resolution (1 µs) observation of ionospheric pertur-215

bations via the VLF transmission. This is shown in figure 2 for the same 300ms period as in216

figure 1 and using the same format - solid blue and red colours represent the periods when a217

‘+’ or ‘-’ symbol respectively is transmitted and the vertical grid lines delineate each symbol.218

During transitions between the two symbols, the instantaneous frequency is not constant - the219

samples around such transitions are plotted in grey dashed lines.220

During periods when there is strong interference, certain symbols in m(t) from the de-221

modulation can be missed. In the case of a single missing symbol, φd will be offset by� π
2222

after the missing symbol, which makes the detection of such errors relatively straightforward.223

For example, consider a symbol ‘+’, using equation 2, the transmission phase at the begin-224

ning (t = 0) and end of the symbol (t = Ts) is φ(0) = 0 and φ(Ts) = π
2 . If the symbol is225

demodulated as ‘-’, φ(Ts) = − π2 . The calculated phase disturbance at the start of the symbol226

is φd(0) = 0 and at the end of the symbol is φd(Ts) = π. Taking the Gaussian filter of GMSK227

into account, the offset will be slightly less than π but� π
2 as stated. Such offsets are moni-228

tored in the analysis and removed by flipping the polarity of the demodulated symbol at the229

offset. It follows that disturbances that produce phase offsets of ≥π are indeterminate in this230
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analysis. However, phase changes ≥π over time scales of one symbol period (5ms for DHO)231

are very rare in the dataset analysed in this study.232

In the case of interference lasting over consecutive symbols, the correct symbols can-233

not be determined. A step change of value π can still be avoided by making an approxima-234

tion of the symbols, even though φd is ambiguous over the period of the interference. No235

such interference is present in the data we examine in this study.236

4 Frequency dependence and ionospheric variability237

It is important to distinguish the features of the received amplitude and phase distur-238

bance that are VLF radio propagation effects as opposed to local noise or transmitter ef-239

fects to determine the ionospheric electrical properties over the propagation path. There are240

two key propagation effects on the signal that have been identified from the array results of241

[Füllekrug et al., 2015b]; (1) that there are “two distinct source locations in the wave num-242

ber domain. The source location associated with a positive apparent frequency occurs at a243

smaller wave number such that it would appear at a larger elevation angle in the radio sky244

when compared to the source location associated with a negative apparent frequency” and245

(2) accounting for the distinct source locations, there are faster variabilities <5ms in the246

wavenumber vectors.247

As described in section 3 and shown in figure 2, right panel, the changing apparent fre-248

quency of the received transmission corresponds with the frequency modulation of the trans-249

mission. Therefore, the wavenumber vector differences with apparent frequency observed250

by [Füllekrug et al., 2015b] appears to be a frequency dependence of the propagation. The251

propagation effect experienced by a signal is a function of the properties of the propagation252

path. Frequency dependent propagation paths mean that different frequency components of253

the transmission experience different propagation effects. This should be observed on a sin-254

gle receiver recording as a modulation of the frequency spectrum of the transmission by the255

wave propagation frequency response. Using the equivalent single receiver data produced256

from the array dataset, the received amplitude over a 300ms period is seen to be different257

between the two sideband frequencies of the transmission as shown in figure 2, left panel,258

where the blue lines (when the ‘+’ symbol or positive sideband frequency is being transmit-259

ted) are consistently higher than the red lines (when the ‘-’ symbol or negative sideband fre-260

quency is being transmitted).261
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Further, the spectrum of the received signal can be compared to that of the transmis-262

sion (estimated from the received transmission as per section 3) by taking their transfer func-263

tion to achieve better frequency resolution of the wave propagation frequency response. The264

frequency spectrum of the received transmission can be described as Yr (ω) = Y (ω)h(ω) in265

the frequency domain, where Y (ω) is the frequency spectrum of the transmission and h(ω) is266

the frequency response of the wave propagation. In practice, h(ω) also contains the relatively267

constant instrument response. Assuming the estimated transmission to be closely equivalent268

to the source transmission, then the wave propagation frequency response can be found by269

taking the transfer function, h(ω) ≈ Yr (ω)
Ye (ω) , where Ye(ω) is the frequency spectrum of the esti-270

mated transmission and both Yr (ω) and Ye(ω) can be found by taking the Fourier transform of271

the received and estimated transmission respectively.272

As the absolute transmission amplitude is unknown, a unity value is used for the esti-273

mated transmission amplitude, ye(t) = eiφe (t)eiωc t , i.e. the transfer function calculation com-274

pares the received signal spectrum to the spectrum of an estimated transmission with unity275

amplitude. Therefore, the amplitude of the wave propagation frequency response can only276

be determined relatively with all frequency components scaled by the unknown transmission277

amplitude A.278

The amplitude of the wave propagation response |h(ω)| calculated over the whole 6 s279

period of the data is shown in figure 3, left panel. At the positive sideband frequency (de-280

noted by the blue vertical line), the amplitude is higher than at the negative sideband fre-281

quency (red vertical line) - consistent with the received amplitude in figure 2, left panel.282

The sudden changes in the amplitude response with frequency (for example, the prominent283

‘spike’ at ∼23.36 kHz) are likely to result from noise of unknown origin. However, the am-284

plitude also exhibits a general non-linear trend over the bandwidth of the transmission. The285

non-linearity can be approximated to two discontinuous linear sections shown in the figure286

by the dashed magenta lines - the amplitude varies with a positive gradient up to around the287

centre frequency where the trend turns into a lower negative gradient.288

The phase of the wave propagation response is arg(h(ω)) = Φr (ω) − Φe(ω) where289

Φr (ω) and Φe(ω) are the received and estimated transmitted phase calculated for each fre-290

quency component respectively. When the transmission is at one of the sideband frequencies,291

ω1, then Φr (ω1) and Φe(ω1) are equivalent to φr and φe from equation 7 and arg(h(ω1)) =292
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ω1(τe−τp)+C, i.e., only a relative measurement is possible due to the unknown transmission293

start phase and propagation delay as discussed in section 3.294

Previous observations at the two sideband frequencies [e.g. Adams and Dowden, 1990]295

posits that changes in the phase difference between each sideband frequency of the trans-296

mission is due to changes in group delay. In this work, any group delay effect results from297

a difference between the delay estimate τe and the actual propagation delay τp . For exam-298

ple, if arg(h(ω)) is calculated for a length of transmission containing multiple frequencies299

(i.e., when there are transitions between symbols) then the phase of the propagation response300

would vary with frequency with a constant gradient equal to τe − τp . This phase-frequency301

gradient produced by group delay is used in many applications to estimate signal arrival302

times, for example, [Dowden et al., 2002] uses the group delay of sferics in a network of303

receivers to accurately compute lightning location. The value of τe is a single value for all304

frequencies chosen to be as close to τp as possible to minimise the phase-frequency gradient305

in the results.306

The phase of the wave propagation response arg(h(ω)) calculated over the whole 6 s307

period of the data is shown in figure 3, right panel. As for the amplitude response, sudden308

changes in the phase cannot be interpreted as physical as they are likely to be due to noise of309

unknown origin. However, the phase also exhibits a general non-linear variation. The non-310

linearity can be approximated to three discontinuous linear sections shown in the figure by311

the dashed magenta lines - the phase increases up to a maximum at ∼23.36 kHz, then it de-312

creases to a minimum at ∼24.44 kHz before increasing. This non-linear trend suggests that313

the propagation delay is frequency dependent, i.e. τp(ω), even over the narrow 140Hz band-314

width shown in the figure.315

Figure 4 shows the statistical mode of received amplitude (in the left panel) and phase316

disturbance (in the right panel) every second over the entire 6 s period of the data. The distri-317

butions are broken down in time according to which sideband frequency is being transmitted318

and their statistical modes displayed in blue and red solid lines as per figure 2. The received319

amplitude and phase disturbance statistical modes for each sideband frequency are shown to320

be different in figure 4, again suggesting frequency dependence of the wave propagation.321

This frequency dependence can originate from the transmitter similar to the stability322

issues discussed in section 2. For example, frequency dependence can arise from the trans-323

mitter antenna being a more effective radiator at one sideband frequency than the other. Such324
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imperfections in the transmission cannot be observed by existing methods unlike the stabil-325

ity issues discussed in section 2. In such scenarios where the imperfection is systematic, the326

frequency dependence seen should be constant, but the statistical modes for each sideband327

frequency vary independently in figure 4 over the 6 s period of the data. Moreover, the array328

analysis carried out previously on the same data by [Füllekrug et al., 2015b] establishes that329

the wave propagation is dependent on the sideband frequency of the transmission. Therefore,330

it is likely that at least part of the observed frequency dependence is a result of wave propa-331

gation.332

The 1 s time period for the distribution calculation of figure 4 is over several symbols333

(�5ms) so that both sideband frequencies are transmitted in the period and enables the dis-334

tribution for both sideband frequencies to be calculated for the same second. The relatively335

long 1 s period is chosen for convenience and shorter processing periods are possible. The336

samples around symbol transitions are removed from the analysis as the instantaneous trans-337

mission frequency during transitions is not constant (these are the samples shown in grey in338

figure 2). The statistical mode of the distribution is used instead of the mean as it is consid-339

ered more robust to outlier values, for example, lightning interference. Although weak light-340

ning signals from far away storms can be picked up by the array around the time of recording341

[Füllekrug et al., 2016], the distributions of the received amplitude and phase disturbance are342

seen to be roughly normal in shape. An example of the distribution is shown in figure 5 for343

1 s of data from 15:00:04UTC. Since the distribution is roughly normal, the standard devia-344

tion σ can be computed from the probability density at the mode of the distribution, a, so345

σ =
1

a
√

2π
.346

The standard deviation of the received amplitude and phase disturbance distribution is a mea-347

sure of their variability in the processing period. The shaded areas in figure 4 represent the348

standard deviation of each distribution around the statistical mode calculated for each sec-349

ond. The phase disturbance variability in the recording ranges from 0.43-0.80°, equivalent to350

a delay of 51-95 ns. Since the clock accuracy of the instrument is within 20 ns, ∼70% of the351

variability cannot be attributed to instrumental noise. This is consistent with the array analy-352

sis results of [Füllekrug et al., 2015b] which estimates a similar proportion of the wavenum-353

ber vector variability calculated from the received phase originates from wave propagation.354

Further, the recording is averaged over several receivers which reduces the contribution from355

uncorrelated sources (for e.g., the instrumental clock accuracy) so that the phase disturbance356

variability that cannot be attributed to instrumental noise is actually >70%. Given that wave357
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propagation can produce phase disturbance variability of such magnitude, the effects of wave358

propagation on VLF transmission phase will still be observable with a true single receiver359

recording under similar conditions. The received amplitude variability (figure 4, left panel360

shaded area) in the recording ranges from 11.7 − 15.7 µVm−1 which is representative of the361

instrumental accuracy so is likely to be mostly instrumental.362

Transmitter imperfections can also produce fast variabilities. For example, the un-363

known clock accuracy of the transmitter can produce fast variabilities in the transmitter364

phase. However, transmitter imperfections will not produce wavenumber scatter so the ori-365

gin of the fast variability observed here is likely to be wave propagation.366

5 Diurnal frequency dependence and fast variability367

The sidebands of the DHO transmission are separated only by 100Hz. Over such a368

narrow frequency separation, it is unknown how the frequency dependence will change with369

the lower ionosphere. The D region ionosphere exhibits a predictable, repeated change with370

the movement of the terminator in the diurnal cycle. Therefore, a separate observation is pre-371

sented here of the same DHO transmission when the night to day terminator was travelling372

along the propagation path from 27th August 2016 03:30–07:00UTC.373

During this time, the receiver was operating in a monitoring mode when the data is374

split into roughly hourly files by automatically restarting the recording process every hour.375

The restart normally produces a small gap in the data of <30 s, for example 04:28:18–04:28:42UTC376

and 06:28:18–06:28:42UTC. One of the hourly restarts is during the longer ∼12minute gap377

between 05:20:05–05:32:37UTC - the extended duration is a result of the automatic process-378

ing algorithm disregarding samples with amplitude below a set threshold as unreliable.379

On the date of the recording, sunrise time at the DHO transmitter site is 04:31UTC380

and 05:14UTC at the receiver in Bath, UK. Between those times, the terminator was moving381

from the DHO transmitter site to the receiver. The receiver was located in the University of382

Bath, UK so that the propagation path from DHO to the receiver is almost the same as to the383

array.384

Figure 6, top panels show the statistical modes of the received amplitudes (left) and φd385

(right) at each sideband frequency. The received amplitudes at each sideband is seen to vary386

by up to 0.5mVm−1 to during night time conditions before the terminator reaches the DHO387

transmitter site at 04:31UTC. After this time, there is a steep monotonic decrease starting388
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∼04:30UTC that is attributable to the crossing of the terminator. The received amplitudes389

then stabilises with a small steady increasing trend ∼05:30UTC. It is evident over this few390

hours that there is a general correlation between the received amplitudes at each sideband but391

there is a varying difference between them that can be up to 0.6mVm−1 or ∼20% of the av-392

erage value of the received amplitudes. The inset figure in the top left panel shows the differ-393

ences between the sidebands which are greater and vary more during night time conditions.394

Interestingly, the start of the φd response to the crossing of the terminator appears to395

lead that of the received amplitude by ∼30minutes, starting around ∼04:00UTC. The phase396

disturbance φd increases steadily (faster in the first 15minutes) until just past 05:00UTC,397

again, before the stabilising of the received amplitude by ∼30minutes. Larger variations are398

also seen in φd during night time compared to day time conditions. The general correlation399

between the sideband frequencies is also seen in φd with the propagation delay (approxi-400

mately proportional to the difference between the φd of each sideband frequency) varying401

more during night time.402

The bottom panels of figure 6 show the standard deviations of the received amplitudes403

(left) and φd (right) which represent the fast variability of the signals. During night time404

conditions, the received amplitude variability is larger (∼40–60 µVm−1) but during day time405

conditions the variability is smaller so that the effect is likely to be instrumental in nature406

(<35 µVm−1, the instrumental noise floor). It is possible that this change in variability is due407

to the attenuation of variability from the transmitter as the variability change appears to fol-408

low the change in received amplitude. However, the variability on both sideband frequencies409

are similar whilst there is a difference between the received amplitudes. The variability of410

φd does drop below 50 ns, very similar to the variability seen in the array dataset (day time).411

There is a period ∼04:45–05:30UTC where the variability shows an increase up to 250 ns412

before it decreases again. Again, the variability is seen to be similar between the sideband413

frequencies.414

6 Discussion415

The VLF transmission propagates in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide via different416

wave propagation modes which superpose so that the radio wave amplitude and phase varies417

spatially when observed on the ground, i.e. they form a modal interference pattern. When418

the waveguide changes, the radio propagation and hence the modal interference pattern is al-419
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tered correspondingly. Since the Earth’s surface profile and electrical properties can be taken420

as constant in time, changes in the modal interference pattern are attributed to ionospheric421

perturbations. For example, measurement of nulls in the interference pattern of VLF trans-422

missions has been used to infer a long term lowering in the altitude of the D region iono-423

sphere linked to an increase in greenhouse gases [Clilverd et al., 2017]. A radio receiver424

samples the modal interference pattern at a single point, however, the interference pattern425

can be influenced by ionospheric perturbations anywhere, with the largest influence coming426

from perturbations along and near the transmitter to receiver great circle path. Therefore,427

the remote sensing method using VLF wave propagation is effectively an integrated mea-428

surement along the transmitter to receiver great circle path. For a sideband frequency of the429

transmission, i.e. a single frequency component, the propagation variability inferred from the430

micro-second time resolution received transmission amplitude and phase disturbance may be431

due to the spatial inhomogeneity of the ionosphere over the path. For example, if the iono-432

spheric variation in time at one point is different from that at another point, the integrated ef-433

fect over the path are variabilities in the received amplitude and phase disturbance that can be434

faster than the ionospheric variations at each isolated point. The propagation variability can435

also be an effect of a fast varying ionosphere as suggested by [Füllekrug et al., 2015b]. Fur-436

ther observations are needed to study the physical meaning of the propagation variabilities.437

In particular, it is unclear how these variabilities would change with changes in ionospheric438

forcing over a longer period of time.439

From the measured radio signal, the profile of the lower ionospheric electrical proper-440

ties can be found by solving the inverse radio propagation problem. The radio propagation441

modelling is usually performed with different electrical property profiles to find a solution442

that best fits the measured data. To make the process tractable, the lower ionosphere is com-443

monly simplified to a laterally homogeneous, horizontally stratified structure where electron444

density and collision frequency increase exponentially with altitude z. With this simplifi-445

cation, the ionospheric profile can be described with only two Wait parameters of reference446

height h′ and sharpness β [Wait and Spies, 1964]. This approach has been used to estimate447

stable D region ionospheric conditions using existing lower time-resolution, single frequency448

measurements of VLF transmissions [e.g. Thomson, 2010; Thomson et al., 2011a,b, 2017].449

Consider a Wait ionosphere in the absence of a geomagnetic field. The ionospheric plasma450

has a complex permittivity ε that is a function of its electron density, Ne(z), collision fre-451
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quency ν(z) and the angular wave frequency ω,452

ε = 1 − Ne(z)e2

meε0ω2(1 − iν(z)/ω)453

[adapted from Budden, 1988, chapter 3]. Where e and me is the electric charge and mass of454

an electron and ε0 is the free space permittivity. It follows that the reflection coefficient for455

each propagation mode and hence the modal interference pattern is dependent on frequency.456

Theory and empirical evidence show that over large frequency ranges, the propaga-457

tion frequency dependence is non-linear [e.g. Chapman and Macario, 1956; Dowden et al.,458

2002]. However, the DHO transmission has a very narrow bandwidth - the separation be-459

tween the two sideband frequencies is only 100Hz. This may be representative of a more460

complex ionospheric profile - for example, rocket measurements reveal a vertical ionospheric461

profile [Friedrich and Torkar, 2001, and references therein] with much more detail than a462

Wait ionospheric profile and the lateral homogeneity assumption may not always be valid.463

The ionospheric profile changes depending on the various different forcing effects, for exam-464

ple, the modulation of solar radiation by time producing diurnal changes in the ionospheric465

profile. This has a significant effect on the frequency dependence of propagation as shown466

using the single receiver dataset presented in section 5. Ionospheric profiles different to467

that during the recordings presented here will likely produce different wave propagation re-468

sponses.469

The multi-frequency measurement motivates more detailed propagation modelling in470

the determination of ionospheric profiles. This can potentially improve resolution of finer471

features or provide higher certainty or accuracy in the inversion. Such improvements are par-472

ticularly useful in observing complex perturbations such as those produced by lightning in473

thunderstorms. Another approach to obtain multi-frequency measurements is to use averaged474

broadband sferics [Cummer et al., 1998; Lay and Shao, 2011], which allow measurements475

over much larger frequency bandwidths than VLF transmissions. However, the source sig-476

nal and location of VLF transmissions are more certain than those of sferics. Moreover, the477

multi-frequency transmission disturbance analysis can achieve better time resolution (1 s) and478

is able to provide continuous phase measurements when compared to the intermittent light-479

ning.480
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7 Summary481

Observing disturbances on VLF transmissions is a commonly used method to probe482

conductivity perturbations of the lower ionosphere. Most existing analysis provide single483

frequency, ∼20ms time resolution observations of the disturbances. This work presents a484

method to make VLF transmission amplitude and phase disturbance measurements per sam-485

ple from a 1 µs time resolution record.486

The fast measurement is able to resolve the frequency modulation of the VLF transmis-487

sion and hence observe frequency dependent propagation effects. The multi-frequency mea-488

surement can potentially improve reconstructions of the lower ionospheric profile, especially489

in the study of complex perturbations such as those caused by lightning. Fast variability of490

the propagation at each sideband frequency of the transmission (<5ms) can also be observed491

with the method which may be due to ionospheric variability over the propagation path or492

fast processes in the ionosphere.493
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Figure 1. Received and estimated GMSK VLF transmission for a 300ms period (15:00:05.485–

15:00:05.785UTC on 13 May 2011). (Left) Phase of the estimated transmission during positive (blue lines)

and negative (red lines) symbols. The received transmission phase (dashed green line) is shown slightly offset

for clarity. (Right) Instantaneous frequency of the estimated transmission containing the message encoded in

the positive (blue lines) and negative (red lines) sideband frequencies. The message is estimated from the re-

ceived transmission instantaneous frequency (dashed green line). The vertical grid lines separate each symbol

of period 5ms. The frequency separation between the sideband frequencies can be seen to be fs/2 = 100Hz.

The maximum phase difference between the start of one symbol and the next is ∼±90°or ±π/2.
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Figure 2. Micro-second time resolution signal of the DHO transmission received amplitude and phase dis-

turbance during the same period as figure 1. (Left) Received amplitude and (Right) Phase disturbance during

the positive (blue lines) and negative (red lines) symbols and the transitions between them (dashed grey lines)

when the instantaneous frequency is not constant. The vertical grid lines separate each symbol of period 5ms.

The received amplitude and phase disturbance exhibit a frequency dependence (compare blue to red line) that

is more pronounced in the amplitude than in the phase. They also exhibit fast temporal variabilities <5ms.
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Figure 3. Frequency response of the DHO transmission attributed to the wave propagation in the Earth-

ionosphere waveguide calculated for 15:00:03–15:00:09UTC on 13 May 2011. (Left) Amplitude; (Right)

Phase. The blue/red line indicates the nominal positive/negative sideband frequency respectively. The re-

sponse exhibits a non-linear trend with frequency in amplitude and phase which can be both approximated by

discontinuous linear sections (dashed magenta lines). Superimposed on these trends are irregular changes of

the response which are attributed to random noise of unknown origin.
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Figure 4. Statistical mode of received amplitude and phase disturbance distributions and their standard

deviations over the same 6 s period of data as figure 3. (Left) Received amplitude; (Right) Phase disturbance.

Each data point is computed from the samples in the following second; for example, the data point at t=0 s

represents the samples from 15:00:03–15:00:04UTC and the data point at t=5 s represents the samples from

15:00:08–15:00:09UTC. The blue/red line denotes the positive/negative sideband frequency respectively.

The 1σ standard deviation is shown as the shaded areas - this is a measure of the fast variabilities <5ms (see

section 4). A large proportion of the fast phase disturbance variability likely results from ionospheric variabil-

ity over the propagation path or fast ionospheric processes. The statistical mode of the distributions changes

independently of sideband frequency suggesting that the propagation frequency dependence varies over time.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the received amplitude and phase disturbance over a 1 s period of data from

15:00:04UTC on 13 May 2011. (Left) Received amplitude; (Right) Phase disturbance. The blue/red line

denotes the positive/negative sideband frequency respectively. The yellow and purple dashed lines are the

fitted normal distribution shapes. All distributions are seen to agree roughly with a normal shape.
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Figure 6. Statistical mode of received amplitude and phase disturbance distributions and their standard

deviations for separate single receiver data from 27th August 2016 03:30–07:00UTC. (Top left) Received

amplitude, inset shows the difference between the received amplitudes of each sideband frequency; (Top right)

Phase disturbance. (Bottom left) Standard deviation of received amplitude; (Bottom right) Standard deviation

of phase disturbance. The blue/red line denotes the positive/negative sideband frequency received amplitude.

Night time conditions on the propagation path are before 04:31UTC (sunrise time at DHO transmitter site).

Day time conditions are after 05:14UTC (sunrise time at the receiver in Bath, UK). The ∼10minute gap

around 05:30UTC is due to the recording process being restarted (see section 5). There is a general correla-

tion between the received amplitudes at each sideband but there is a varying difference between them. The

differences between the sidebands are greater and vary more during night time conditions.
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Chapter 4

Lower ionospheric conductivity

modi�cation during a convection

surge

Commentary

The method developed in the previous paper was applied to a full day of data using

multiple transmissions at di�erent frequencies. Further, the transmitter sites for

three of the transmissions covering the frequency range 19.53�60 kHz are near

each other so that their propagation paths to the remote receiver are essentially

the same. The aim of the experiment is to study the frequency dependence of

ionospheric perturbations over the same path. A disturbance was observed in

the day time associated with the initial stages of a thunderstorm that would

grow and several hours later, produce further disturbances after sunset. As the

mechanism for the day time disturbance is likely to be di�erent from the night

time disturbances, it is investigated separately in this paper.

During the observation, the small developing thunderstorm passed near (∼50 km)

the receiver which coincided with a sub-ionospheric radio disturbance observed on

all the transmissions analysed. The disturbance exhibits a rise time 20�60 s and

recovery of >200 s. The responses on all the transmissions had the same shape but

the disturbance magnitude appears to decrease with transmission frequency for

the transmissions on the same path. The rise and recovery times of the disturbance

is not characteristic of previously reported thunderstorm and lightning related
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ionospheric perturbations. However, data from a lightning location network and

a nearby quasi-electrostatic sensor showed a pronounced increased in weak intra-

cloud lightning just prior (<180 s) to the onset of the disturbance. It is proposed

that this disturbance is caused by thunderstorm charging producing a change in

the electric �eld - a phenomenon that has never previously been reported but

could be commonplace, even during day time ionospheric conditions.
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Lower ionospheric conductivity

modi�cation during a convection surge

Kuang Koh, S. Ghilain, Z. Liu, A. Bennett,

M. Füllekrug

key point #1: A day time ionospheric perturbation was observed with 20�60 s rise

time and >200 s recovery

key point #2: The perturbation coincides with sudden convection intensi�cation

near the receiver

key point #3: Electrostatic �eld from thunderstorm electri�cation is proposed as

the disturbance mechanism

Abstract

A day time perturbation in the lower ionosphere was observed using sub-ionospheric

radio remote sensing. The disturbance event exhibited a 20-60 s rise time with a gradual

recovery of >200 s. The intra-cloud lightning activity of a thunderstorm 50 km south

of the radio receiver was seen to increase in coincidence with the event. Lightning has

previously been observed to produce such disturbance events, however, with rise times

<3 s; a characteristic closely linked to the physical mechanisms for lightning induced

ionospheric perturbations. Therefore, the observed event is unlikely to be caused by

lightning, yet appears associated with the thunderstorm.

It is proposed that this event is produced by a pronounced increase in convection strength

that produced a signi�cant change in the electri�cation of the thunderstorm. This change

in electri�cation can be observed in the increase in the intra-cloud lightning activity of

the thunderstorm.
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1 Introduction

The electrical activity of thunderstorms has been observed to in�uence the con-

ductivity of the ionosphere via a number of di�erent mechanisms [Rodger, 2003,

Neubert et al., 2008, Inan et al., 2010, Shao et al., 2013]. Lightning discharges en-

able the most direct mechanisms as they produce strong ElectroMagnetic Pulses

(EMP) and Quasi-Electrostatic (QE) �elds above the thunderstorm. These can

produce heating and ionisation e�ects in the lower ionosphere thereby altering the

conductivity pro�le [Inan et al., 1991, Taranenko et al., 1993, Pasko et al., 1995].

In addition to conductivity changes, luminousity can also be produced given suf-

�ciently strong �elds from intense discharges. A variety of Transient Luminous

Events (TLEs) are possible that are associated these mechanisms; EMP produces

elves and QE produces sprites and sprite halos [Pasko et al., 2012, Liu et al., 2015].

Less directly, whistler mode waves launched by lightning discharges can interact

with radiation belt electrons causing them to precipitate into the lower ionosphere

[Voss et al., 1984, Helliwell et al., 1973, Inan et al., 2007, Gemelos et al., 2009].

It is also possible for the electrostatic �eld of the thunderstorm itself to in�uence

lower ionospheric conductivity by heating [Inan et al., 1996, Pasko et al., 1998].

These conductivity changes occur at mesospheric D region altitudes (∼50-100 km)

which make it di�cult to study via direct or satellite measurements. The sen-

sitivity of sub-ionospheric radio propagation to ionospheric changes along the

propagation path thus makes it a popular technique for D region observation.

Radio receivers are used to monitor either man-made transmissions or lightning

electromagnetic radiation from afar and deviations on the received signal from a

background state are interpreted as conductivity changes in the ionosphere [e.g.

Cummer et al., 1998, Shao et al., 2013, Thomson et al., 2017, Clilverd et al.,

2017]. Lightning related ionospheric perturbations have been observed using sub-

ionospheric radio remote sensing and were referred to as `Trimpi' disturbances in

the initial stages. Subsequently, many categorisations of Trimpis were proposed

based on the features of the disturbance and the physical mechanism implied.

There are two broad categories, Lightning-induced Electron Precipitation (LEP)

and Early events. LEP events exhibit onset delay times up to ∼1 s (dependent
on the geomagnetic latitude) associated with the propagation time of the whistler

mode waves and electron precipitation. In contrast, the `Early' moniker refers to
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the <100ms delay time from the causative lightning to the disturbance onset for

Early events which precludes the LEP mechanism for Early disturbances. Addi-

tionally, the rise times of Early events are also usually faster (<20ms) than LEP

events. The lack of delay and fast rise time suggests that the disturbances are a

result of the direct mechanisms of lightning EMP and QE �elds thus encouraging

attempts at further categorisation based on a�iations with TLEs, for example

`VLF sprites' and `VLF elves' [Dowden et al., 1996].

It is possible to infer the exact mechanism of Early events by looking for coin-

cidence with either elves, sprites or sprite halos [e.g. Mika and Haldoupis, 2008].

However, Early events can occur without any TLEs [e.g. Marshall et al., 2006]

or with both elves and sprites [e.g. Takahashi et al., 2003]. It is plausible that

weaker EMP or QE �elds can produce Early events with no TLEs - Early events

associated with weak discharges <50 kA have been observed [e.g. Inan et al.,

1995]. Similarly, lightning discharges produce EMP, QE �elds and electrostatic

�eld changes so that some combination of mechanisms may have an e�ect at the

same time. Early events with exceptionally long recovery durations have been

observed and named LOng Recovery Early (LORE) events [Cotts and Inan, 2007,

Haldoupis et al., 2012]. These events were initially linked to a combination of

elves and sprite mechanisms, however, no satisfactory mechanism has yet been

proposed. E�ects of sucessive lightning discharges can also accumulate to pro-

duce a disturbance. Early events with relatively slow (up to 3 s) rise times have

been observed and the slow rise times attributed to the build up time of successive

lightning EMP conductivity modi�cations [Haldoupis et al., 2006, Marshall and

Inan, 2010]. These are referred to as Early/slow events.

This contribution presents a novel observation of a day time sub-ionospheric ra-

dio disturbance related to a thunderstorm that is di�cult to explain with either

the EMP or QE mechanism. A variation on the electrostatic thunderstorm �eld

mechanism driven by convection rather than lightning is proposed.

2 Sub-ionospheric radio observations

Vertical electric �eld measurements were taken in Bath, UK on the 27th August

2016 with a single wideband (4Hz�400 kHz) receiver [Füllekrug, 2010]. The re-

ceiver samples at 1MHz frequency with an amplitude resolution of 35µV and
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Fig. 1: Map of transmitters, thunderstorm and instruments. The locations of the
wideband radio receiver in Bath, UK and the BTD-300 in Portishead are
marked with black and yellow triangles respectively. The transmitter sites
are marked by di�erent coloured diamonds, GBZ/MSF in green, GQD in
yellow and DHO in purple. Lightning locations are shown as dots with
blue and red distinguishing positive from negative polarity lightning.

timing accuracy of 20 ns. Four separate radio transmissions were simultaneously

monitored using the same receiver. These transmissions are referred to with call-

signs GBZ, MSF, GQD and DHO . The GBZ broadcast is transmitted from the

same station as the MSF timing signal in Anthorn, UK (54.912◦N, -3.279◦E) which

is ∼398 km from Bath on a north-south (351.2◦) great circle path. GQD is trans-

mitted from nearby Skelton, UK (54.732◦N, -2.883◦E, only ∼32.5 km away from

the GBZ radio station), ∼375 km from Bath on almost the same path (354.5◦) as

for GBZ and MSF. DHO is transmitted from Rhauderfehn, Germany (53.079◦N,

7.615◦E), ∼704.5 km from the receiver in Bath on an east-west (70.5◦) great cir-

cle path. These locations are shown in �gure 1. These transmissions operate at

di�erent frequencies with narrow bandwidths; GBZ at 19.58 kHz, MSF at 60 kHz,

GQD at 22.1 kHz and DHO at 23.4 kHz.
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3 Measuring lower ionospheric perturbation using

sub-ionospheric radio transmissions

The modulation of information on each transmission has to be removed to observe

perturbations in the lower ionosphere. The methodology used is the same as that

used by [Koh et al., 2018]. A general description of the method is as follows. The

real-valued time series data is �rst converted to a complex baseband time series

using the Hilbert transform. This is done by frequency shifting and �ltering the

data to remove negative frequencies and isolate the frequencies of interest [Liu

et al., 2016, section 3.1]. This time series can be represented by yc(t) = A(t)eiϕ(t)

where A(t) is the amplitude and ϕ(t) is the phase of the signal. These can be

calculated for each sample in yc(t) by taking the modulus A(t) = |yc(t)| and argu-

ment ϕ(t) = arctan(=[yc(t)]<[yc(t)]). By taking the phase di�erential, the instantaneous

frequency can also be calculated ωi(t) =
d

dt
ϕ(t). Secondly, the received complex

time series is demodulated to obtain the message symbol sequence. A simulated

transmission is produced using this symbol sequence and the deviation of the re-

ceived transmission from the simulated transmission is taken as the ionospheric

signal amplitude |yi| and phase ϕi.

The modulation of GQD, GBZ and DHO are based on Minimum Shift Keying

(MSK). This modulation scheme can be considered as a special case of binary

Frequency Shift Keying, i.e., the transmission switches between two sideband

frequencies to convey information. For MSK transmissions, the sidebands are

spaced symmetrically around the centre frequency. This enables demodulation of

the MSK signal using the polarity of the instantaneous frequency - see [Koh et al.,

2018, section 3] for an extended description.

Since the ionospheric signal is based upon the simulated transmission, the as-

sumption is that the transmission is stable and follows its modulation scheme

perfectly. This is not always valid; instances of phase jumps and frequency o�set

have been reported [Gross et al., 2018, Thomson et al., 2017]. A phase ramp in

the disturbance signal of DHO is observed in this data (not shown) that is symp-

tomatic of it being transmitted at a frequency o�set from its published centre

frequency. The phase ramp disappears when the centre frequency value is o�set

by 61.73µHz, which is the same o�set determined by [Thomson et al., 2017] for

the DHO transmission in 2015. This o�set centre frequency is used throughout
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the analysis here. All other phase jumps and ramps in the data are attributed to

ionospheric e�ects as described in the following section 4.

The MSF transmission is a timing signal service provided by the National Phys-

ical Laboratory (NPL, the UK national measurement institute). The timing in-

formation is transmitted using On-O� Modulation, otherwise the signal is a con-

tinuous sinusoid at the carrier frequency of 60 kHz. The frequency stability of

the transmission is published as being within 2 parts in 1012 of the carrier fre-

quency so it can be used as a frequency standard. It can thus be described as

yOOM = A(t)eiϕeiωct. After shifting to baseband, the phase of MSF should be

constant, yOOMe
−iωct = A(t)eiϕ. Figure 2 shows a short example of the received

MSF transmission amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) during a period of stable,

low noise conditions (27th August 2016, 10:29:00UTC to10:29:02.6UTC). The

amplitude modulation is seen in the �rst half of each second and the phase of

MSF is e�ectively noise during the `o�' symbols (denoted using dashed lines).

The `o�' samples are removed from the analysis. The received `on' amplitude

over this short period appears to increase from an `o�' to `on' symbol transi-

tion to the following `on' to `o�' transition in a non-deterministic way. This

is most obvious when the `on' period is smallest at the start second of every

minute when MSF is `o�' for 0.5 s, then `on' for 0.5 s (see arrows in top panel).

This e�ect is likely to originate from the transmitter and cannot be said to be

an ionospheric signal. In the longer term, it is assumed here that MSF trans-

mitted power is constant and the received amplitude during MSF `on' symbols

over periods >1 s is taken as the ionospheric signal amplitude |yi|. The received
phase of MSF is shown to be approximately constant (after removing `o�' sam-

ples) as speci�ed and no corrections were reported in the MSF bulletins pub-

lished by NPL (www.npl.co.uk/science-technology/time-frequency/products-and-

services/time/msf-bulletins) over the period of all data presented in this work.

The ionospheric signal can be calculated for each sample of the recording so that

over 1 s, a good estimate of the disturbance signal distribution can be obtained.

In each 1 s distribution, samples that are considered to be not representative of

the ionospheric signal are removed. For example, when the transmission am-

plitude is low, the received signal is dominated by unknown sources. Further,

lightning electromagnetic radiation can swamp the transmission signal - this is

the most common source of wideband impulsive noise in the radio data. Light-
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Fig. 2: Example of received MSF transmission amplitude (left) and phase (right)
on 27th August 2016, 10:29:00�02.6UTC. Solid lines show the signal when
the `on' symbol is transmitted and dashed lines show the signal when the
`o�' symbol is transmitted. The blue arrows illustrate the di�erence in
amplitude after a transition between the symbols. The amplitude mod-
ulation is seen in the �rst half of each second and the phase of MSF is
e�ectively noise during the `o�' symbols. The `o�' samples are removed
from the analysis.
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ning interference is identi�ed from the 5-15 kHz frequency band of the wideband

radio data. Narrow band interference like other transmissions or low frequency

powerline harmonics are already e�ectively removed by the �ltering applied.

The frequency dependent propagation of the sidebands [Koh et al., 2018] is consid-

ered by distinguishing between samples when di�erent sidebands are transmitted

on each MSK transmission. Thus, for each MSK transmission, there is a distribu-

tion per second for each sideband. The samples that occur during the transitions

between the sidebands are removed from the distributions as there is a rate of

change component in the instantaneous frequency. Wideband random noise and

signals from fast (�1 s) variations in the ionosphere [Füllekrug et al., 2015] are

reduced by taking the statistical mode of each 1 s distribution. The data from sec-

onds when the number of valid samples in the distribution is < 105 are considered

unreliable in this study.

4 Lower ionospheric observation

The ionospheric signal log amplitude log10 |yi| and phase ϕi for the four transmis-

sions are shown in �gure 3 (left and right panels respectively) over 24 hours from

27th August 2016 00:28UTC to 28th August 2016 00:28UTC which illustrates

their response to the diurnal cycle. The MSK modulated GBZ, GQD and DHO

transmissions have 2 sideband frequencies each; the higher frequency sideband

is shown in blue and the lower frequency sideband is shown in red. GBZ and

DHO both operate with a 100Hz separation between their sideband frequencies

while GQD uses a 50Hz separation. The ionospheric signal shown for each trans-

mission thus represent the frequencies shown in table 1. D region conductivity

is dominated by the e�ect of solar radiation during day time conditions so that

conductivity is higher and the D region extends to lower altitudes. At night,

the absence of solar radiation means conductivity is reduced and D region alti-

tude is higher. The solar in�uence during day time results in stable ionospheric

conditions such that there is little variation in the signal. The slow change in

the ionospheric signal throughout the day is likely to be due to a changing solar

zenith angle. Under night time conditions, the ionospheric signal exhibits larger

and faster variation. There is a sharp in�exion in the signals of all transmissions

during the transitions that is attributable to the crossing of the terminator.
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Fig. 3: Observation of the ionospheric signal amplitude |yi| (left) and phase ϕi

(right) over 24 hours from 27th August 2016 00:28UTC to 28th August
2016 00:28UTC. The ionospheric signals from transmissions GBZ, GQD,
DHO, MSF are shown (top to bottom). The higher frequency sideband
of each MSK modulated signal is shown in blue. The lower frequency
sideband is shown in red. The diurnal responses of GBZ, GQD and MSF
ionospheric signals are similar whilst DHO is more sensitive. The signals
vary more during night time than day time conditions. Under day time
conditions in the morning, no sudden changes are seen until the event at
11:57UTC.
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Transmission H L

GBZ 19630Hz 19530Hz
GQD 22125Hz 22075Hz
DHO 23450Hz+61.73µHz 23350Hz+61.73µHz
MSF 60000Hz -

Tab. 1: Frequencies of the monitored transmissions, the column headed `H' re-
ports the higher frequency sideband of MSK transmissions and the column
headed `L' reports the lower frequency sideband. The MSF transmission
has only one frequency.

GBZ, GQD and MSF share a similar North-South oriented propagation path

and hence their ionospheric signals are sensitive to the same propagation path.

The amplitude and phase are relative to the transmitted power and start phase

of each transmission respectively and so cannot be compared directly between

the transmissions. However, it is possible to compare relative changes. Between

day and night conditions, the amplitude gain (<1.26) and modulus phase change

(∼2µs) are similar for these transmissions. Interestingly, MSF ϕi is more stable

at night than GBZ and GQD. The DHO transmission is more sensitive with an

amplitude gain of ∼ 2 and phase change of ∼ −15µs.

The ionospheric amplitude and phase signals of the four observed transmissions

were stable in the day light hours prior to 11:57UTC. The half hour period

from 11:55�12:25UTC is shown in detail in �gure 4. The signal is stable until

∼11:57UTC when a clear disturbance occurs on all frequencies. The general fea-

tures of the disturbance appear to be similar across frequencies. The amplitude

is seen to �uctuate at the start of the disturbance for ∼120 s (11:57�11:59UTC,
shaded in green in each panel of �gure 4). It then starts to increase before sta-

bilising above the pre-disturbance amplitude. This post-disturbance amplitude is

about 1.0471 times the pre-disturbance amplitude at all frequencies. The phase

exhibits a 20�60 s duration increase followed by a slowing decay. The decay rate

is steady with small deviations (most obvious in the ϕi of GBZ and GQD in �g-

ure 4) in the �rst 180 s past the peak (3�6minutes in the x axis). Afterwards,

the decay stops before increasing slowly until 12:05:00UTC (10minutes in the x

axis) when ϕi starts decreasing again. The maximum phase increase varies across

frequencies from 1.7µs (GBZ frequencies) to 0.3µs (MSF). Additionally, the MSF

ionospheric signal phase �uctuates below the pre-disturbance level before recov-
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ering by 12:25UTC. At all other frequencies, the ionospheric signal phase stays

above the pre-disturbance level.

The exact features of the amplitude disturbance at the onset is hard to determine

due to two factors: (1) the start of the disturbance coincides with an increase in

interference that can be seen in the broadband vertical electric �eld signal from

the radio receiver (not shown) that is likely to originate from nearby lightning

discharges (described in section 5); (2) the amplitude drops below a threshold

level when the transmission is determined as not transmitting - this is shown as

a gap in the data. A second large gap in the data (12:02:36 to 12:04:43UTC)

followed by smaller gaps after are due to interference resembling a pulse train

that can be seen in the broadband radio data (not shown). This interference is

present ∼12:02:32 to 12:05:12UTC and is of unknown origin.

5 Convection and lightning activity

All transmission propagation paths were in full daylight conditions during the

disturbance, including the few hours before and after so that lower ionospheric

conditions are stable. Around 1100UTC, convection started on the southern coast

of the UK (over Weymouth, Dorset). The thunderstorm developed and travelled

northward so that by midday, the thunderstorm core was ∼50 km south of Bath,

UK. Lightning location and peak current data was available from Météorage.

Figure 1 indicates the reported lightning around Bath at 11:57�58UTC (start

time of the ionospheric perturbation signal). The concentration of lightning just

south of Bath indicates the location of the thunderstorm. Figure 5 shows the time

evolution of the lightning activity reported for the thunderstorm near Bath, UK

from 11:45�12:15UTC. There is little CG activity except for 1 signi�cant CG after

the event onset (11:59UTC). The IC activity appears to increase from 11:57UTC,

peaking at 11:59UTC before decreasing brie�y back to the pre disturbance level.

Subsequent IC activity is seen to grow almost constantly.

Measurements of the thunderstorm electrical activity were available from a quasi-

electrostatic �eld sensor located at Portishead near Bristol (51.486◦, -2.757◦) called

the BTD-300. It measures the vertical electric �eld from 1�50Hz on three co-

located antennas so that it is able to distinguish electric �eld changes due to

nearby (<100 km) thunderstorm electrical activity from changes caused by local
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Fig. 4: Disturbance on the ionospheric signal amplitude (left) and phase (right)
during the half hour from 27th August 2016, 11:55�12:25UTC in the same
format as for �gure 3. The 120 s from the start of the disturbance at
11:57UTC (2minutes on the x axis) is shaded in green. The gaps in the
data are when amplitude is low (just after the disturbance onset) or due to
excessive interference (12:02:32�12:05:12UTC). See section 4 for a detailed
description.
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Fig. 5: Lightning activity around Bath, UK during the half hour from 27th August
2016, 11:45-12:15UTC in one minute time resolution. The CG lightning
number and cumulated intensity is shown in black and red lines. IC light-
ning is shown in purple and blue. IC lightning activity is seen to increase
from the event onset time marked by the vertical dashed black line. There
is a large CG after the event onset.

sources such as corona discharge, space charge variability and precipitation [Ben-

nett, 2013]. The design was conceived to provide unambiguous reports of nearby

lightning occurence with low false alarm rates for early warning purposes. Ad-

ditionally, lightning range estimation is possible using the integrated voltage of

a �ash. The estimated lightning range during this time roughly agreed with the

Météorage reported locations. Figure 6 shows the calibrated equivalent induced

current on the main antenna of the BTD-300. During the half hour before the

event, infrequent electrical activity was detected from the storm. However, <180 s

before the beginning of the ionospheric perturbation, the received signal ampli-

tudes on the BTD-300 suggests a pronounced increase in weak intra-cloud activity

which is sometimes associated with a rapid increase in storm severity.

6 Discussion

Key features of the disturbance presented can be summarised as:

(1) No signi�cant CG activity at the start or during the onset

(2) Rise time is 20�60 s

(3) Recovery time is >200 s
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Fig. 6: Calibrated equivalent induced current on the main antenna of the BTD-300
during the hour from 27th August 2016, 11:30-12:30UTC. The BTD-300
is designed to measure the vertical electric �eld from 1�50Hz on three co-
located antennas. The signal is seen to increase from around 11:54UTC.
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(4) Occurence during day time conditions

There are several possible causes for D region ionospheric perturbations such as

that presented in this work. Events of solar origins such as solar �ares or coronal

mass ejections can produce D region modi�cations during the day. The geograph-

ical extent of such events cover the entire sun lit portion of the Earth. It is

also possible for energetic particles from other extra terrestrial origins to pen-

etrate to D region heights. However, observations of extra terrestrial radiation

and particle �uxes were reported to be low. The planetary index of geomag-

netic disturbances Kp ≤ 1 (obtained from ftp.gfz-potsdam.de/pub/home/obs/kp-

ap/) on 27th August 2016 and is ≤ 3+ on the preceding 2 days. X-ray �ux

measured by geosynchronous satellites (GOES-13 and 15, obtained from sat-

dat.ngdc.noaa.gov/sem/goes/data/plots/) is <10−7Wm2 on 27th August 2016.

Causes such as heating by high power radio waves and nuclear explosions are

considered improbable.

Factors such as a glitches in either the receiver or transmitters are similarly im-

probable. The receiver is seen to operate throughout the rest of the day and

temporary faults such as a loss of GPS lock or dropped measurement samples

would produce a frequency independent delay. Transmission faults would be in-

dependent of each other. Therefore, the most likely source of the perturbation

is the small thunderstorm described in section 5. Thunderstorm related D re-

gion perturbations are typically attributed to lightning activity (LEP and Early

events). However, a few features of the observed disturbance stand out as being

atypical of lightning-ionospheric perturbations.

One of the characteristics of LEP and Early events is a fast rise time which is

believed to be a e�ect of the impulsive energy of lightning discharges. Of these

disturbances, the slowest rise times are associated with less direct mechanisms

such as for LEP or Early/Slow events. However, even these indirect mechanisms

produce disturbances with rise times <3 s, much faster than the >20 s rise time

of the disturbance (taking into consideration uncertainty due to the �uctuation

in the amplitude and gaps in the data).

Another atypical feature is the occurence of the observed disturbance in the day.

The higher D region conductivity in the day time is not conducive for the theoreti-

cal mechanisms of lightning-ionospheric perturbation. Observations of such events

are predominantly in the night time in agreement with theory, although there is
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a rare report of day time occurrences [Kumar et al., 2008, �gures 6 and 7]. The

report consists of events with fast <2 s rise times and gradual recoveries of 5�20 s

duration. The recovery times of disturbances are generally thought to be driven

by the relaxation of the ionosphere to heating and ionisation which are faster

at lower altitudes. Lower ionospheric conductivity has a pro�le that increases

with altitude. In the day time, increased ionisation from solar radiation increases

the overall D region conductivity so that VLF re�ection height in the day is lower

than at night. The higher D region conductivity restricts the penetration of strong

electric �elds to higher altitudes. Therefore, day time disturbances should have

shorter durations than night time disturbances and the rare observations appear

consistent with this assessment. In contrast, the observed disturbance appears to

have a recovery duration of >200 s which is longer than common night time Early

events. Such long duration disturbances are classed as LORE events as they do

not �t the theoretical mechanisms for the recovery times of Early events.

Further, at the onset of the observed disturbance, there is no single high peak

current discharge (>50 kA) reported or in the BTD-300 measurements. Charge

moment changes of the discharges are also low. The key parameters determining

likelihood and magnitude of disturbance by lightning are peak current for EMP

and charge moment change. Therefore, the probability of lightning EMP or QE

�eld mechanism being the cause of the disturbance is remote. Wideband inter-

ference is not expected to produce such a coherent signal and a fault in the radio

receiver is not possible - the recording after the event resembles an undisturbed

day time signal. Recent modelling studies [Salem et al., 2016] showed that thun-

derstorm electrostatic �elds can produce signi�cant conductivity changes in the

night time D region by a combination of electron heating [Inan et al., 1996, Pasko

et al., 1998] and modi�cation of chemical kinetics. It is possible that day time D

region conductivity can also be in�uenced by thunderstorm electrostatic �elds.

The change in lightning activity before the observed disturbance onset implies a

change in the thunderstorm electri�cation which could be an increase in charge

or a recon�guration of charge, or both, that is driven by convection. This should

impart a change in the thunderstorm electrostatic �eld that is seen in the iono-

sphere above and near the electri�cation change. Surface measurements near

thunderstorms [Jameson et al., 1996, Stolzenburg et al., 2015] show increases in

the electrostatic �eld during the initial electri�cation of thunderstorms lasting
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20�600 s. Using a statistical approach, [Zoghzoghy et al., 2013] showed thunder-

storms can re-charge following a lightning �ash in <30 s. Thus it is probable that

the rise time of the observed disturbance is related to a period of intense 20�60 s

electri�cation change in the thundercloud producing a corresponding conductivity

change in the ionosphere above. The IC lightning activity of the thunderstorm

is also seen to increase roughly corresponding with the event onset as evidenced

by reports from Météorage (�gure 5) and measurements from the BTD-300 (�g-

ure 6). The observed recovery of the disturbance signal could be an e�ect of the

thunderstorm electrostatic �eld relaxing back to its original levels as convection

abates. The staged decay rate can thus be explained as �uctuations in the con-

vection strength as it decreases. Additionally, the disturbance does not recover

to previous levels indicating that the general thunderstorm electri�cation remains

changed from before the observed disturbance. Interestingly, the IC lightning

activity shows a continuous growth after the disturbance peak.

Since the transmissions GBZ, GQD and MSF share roughly the same propagation

path, the disturbance seen on their frequencies can be compared. In general, the

observed disturbance has the same characteristics on all frequencies except that

GBZ frequencies appear most sensitive to the ionospheric perturbation, followed

by GQD then MSF. Sub-ionospheric radio propagation is frequency dependent

and the re�ection coe�cients of modal propagation theory are a function of the

electron density and collision frequencies [Wait and Spies, 1964, Budden, 1988,

Barr et al., 2000, Marshall and Inan, 2010] which vary with altitude. The in-

creasing conductivity of the ionosphere with height means that higher frequencies

penetrate to higher altitudes. The larger response of GBZ and GQD frequencies

compared to MSF frequencies suggests that the perturbation is larger at lower

altitudes as GBZ and GQD transmits at lower ∼20 kHz compared to the 60 kHz

MSF frequency . For example, the maximum phase change of GBZ and GQD

frequencies is ∼1.7µs and ∼1.5µs respectively compared to 0.3µs for MSF. The

di�erence between GBZ and GQD is much smaller than that with MSF is because

the frequency separation to MSF is much larger. Further, MSF phase is the only

signal to return to pre-disturbance levels which is consistent with a perturbation

caused by the thunderstorm electrostatic �eld as the �eld strength decreases with

increasing altitude.

Thus, it is proposed that the electrostatic �eld of a thunderstorm can appreciably
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modify the conductivity of the D region ionosphere so that the perturbation can

be observed with sub-ionospheric radio even in the day time. This �nding may be

applicable in investigations of thunderstorm electri�cation to infer electrostatic

�elds above thunderstorms. It is also possible that the recoveries of some LORE

events can be attributed to the thunderstorm electrostatic �eld. Modelling of

the electrostatic mechanism using day time ionospheric conductivity pro�les are

needed to understand the speci�cs of the mechanism. The detailed measurement

with multiple frequencies mean it may be possible to determine the altitude de-

pendence of the perturbation.
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Chapter 5

Multi-frequency observations of

Early sub-ionospheric radio

disturbances caused by lightning

Commentary

This paper presents observations of 22 lightning ionospheric disturbance events

which occur concurrently with a lightning discharge with rise times <500ms grad-

ual recoveries >10 s. Events with these characteristics are called Early events and

thought to result from direct lightning ionospheric coupling mechanisms. How-

ever, the locations of the causative lightning are displaced from the disturbed

propagation paths for most events such that forward scattering o� a horizontal

ionospheric perturbation structure is unlikely to be the disturbance mechanism.

The causative lightning waveforms were studied and found to match sprite pro-

ducing lightning - all causative lightning were identi�ed to be positive cloud-to-

ground lightning with continuing current component. It is thus most likely that

the observations were of wide angle scattering o� sprite plasma. Comparing the

disturbance signatures on the transmissions propagating over the same path, a

frequency dependence is seen - this demonstrates the importance of the transmit-

ter frequency in detection of Early events. These are also the �rst observations of

wide angle scattering o� sprite plasma using multiple frequencies.
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Multi-frequency observations of Early

sub-ionospheric radio disturbances

caused by lightning

Kuang Koh, S. Ghilain, A. Peverell,

Z. Liu, A. Bennett, M. Füllekrug

key point #1: 22 Early events were observed using high time resolution analysis

together with their causative lightning

key point #2: Disturbances are found to be frequency selective

key point #3: Causative lightning suggests disturbances result from wide angle

scattering

Abstract

Ionospheric perturbations caused by lightning are localised and can be detected as dis-

turbances on sub-ionospheric radio transmissions. These transmissions typically utilise

di�erent parts of the frequency spectrum from 15�30 kHz and are geographically dis-

persed. Therefore, previous observations of lightning ionospheric perturbation on any

one propagation path are usually at a single frequency. Using a unique geometry, light-

ning ionospheric disturbances events were observed on a propagation path with multiple

frequencies in the range 19.53�60 kHz. These disturbance events were found to exhibit

di�erences with frequency that are likely to be propagation related. This frequency

dependence is important for the interpretation of sub-ionospheric radio detection of

lightning ionospheric perturbations.

Causative lightning of the events are examined from broadband radio recordings and

are seen to match sprite producing +CG �ashes with the exception of one event which

was coincident with a 20ms sferic burst. Such sferic bursts have also previously been
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associated with sprite production. The events observed are most probably a result of

wide angle scattering o� sprite plasma.

1 Introduction

Lightning is known to produce ionospheric conductivity perturbations which are

detectable as disturbances in sub-ionospheric radio transmissions [Rodger, 2003,

Mika and Haldoupis, 2008, Inan et al., 2010]. There is a broad class of such dis-

turbances called Early events that are observed to occur almost simultaneously

with the causative lightning. This `early' nature of the disturbance is associated

with more direct mechanisms by which lightning modi�es ionospheric conduc-

tivity. One of the proposed mechanisms for lightning-ionospheric perturbations

is through the interaction of lightning ElectroMagnetic Pulse (EMP) with iono-

spheric gases causing heating and ionisation [Inan et al., 1991, Taranenko et al.,

1993]. A second mechanism is the heating and ionisation caused by strong tran-

sient Quasi Electrostatic (QE) �elds that is produced above the thunderstorm

after lightning has neutralised some of the thundercloud charge [Pasko et al.,

1995, Pasko, 2010, Liu et al., 2015]. These perturbations can also produce opti-

cal phenomena such as ELVES from EMP [Fukunishi et al., 1996, van der Velde

and Montanyà, 2016, Blaes et al., 2016], sprite halos and sprites from QE [Franz

et al., 1990, Sentman et al., 1995, Frey et al., 2007, Soula et al., 2015] - collectively

termed Transient Luminous Events (TLEs).

Early event disturbances are also characterised by rise and recovery times that are

linked to the speci�c nature of the perturbation. Early/fast events have almost

instantaneous rise times that is typically limited to the observation time resolution

of ∼20ms typically. This fast rise time is thought to arise from the direct nature

of the lightning-ionospheric coupling. Subsequently, Early/slow events that have

rise times 0.5�2.5 s were identi�ed and attributed to cumulative e�ects of succes-

sive lightning discharges [Haldoupis et al., 2006, Marshall and Inan, 2010, Mar-

shall et al., 2010]. Recovery times of Early events are observed to be ∼10�100 s
[Sampath et al., 2000] consistent with the ionospheric response to heating and

ionisation at the altitudes of the perturbation. However, LOng Recovery Early

(LORE) events have been documented with �200 s recovery times [Cotts and

Inan, 2007, Haldoupis et al., 2012].
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Simultaneous optical and radio observations were used to study the link between

Early events and TLEs. However, such studies produced con�icting results. At-

tributing Early events to the wide angle scattering o� sprite plasma, an almost

one-to-one correspondence between Early events and sprites was found by [Dow-

den et al., 1996b, Hardman et al., 1998]. The correspondence was also reported

by [Haldoupis et al., 2004] but from only narrow angle forward scattering. Fur-

ther observations found only 5% of sprites produced detectable backscatter [Mika

et al., 2005].

Using a linear array of receivers (HAIL array), [Johnson et al., 1999] determined

the scattering pattern of Early events to be narrow angle forward scattering. This

result was later attributed to scattering o� sprite halos [Barrington-Leigh et al.,

2001, Moore et al., 2003]. Further, [Marshall et al., 2006] reported only 48% of

sprites occurred with Early events and that 39% of Early events occurred with no

sprite observation and concluded that only sprites with large horizontal extents

are able to produce back scatter.

EMP produced ELVEs have also been observed with Early event disturbances

[Mika et al., 2006] and was proposed to be the mechanism for LORE events [Hal-

doupis et al., 2013]. However, the conductivity perturbation from all but the

strongest lightning EMP are thought to be small and not likely to produce the

observed disturbances [Marshall and Inan, 2010, Kotovsky and Moore, 2017], al-

though cumulative e�ects from successive lightning EMP may be able to [Marshall

et al., 2010, Marshall and Inan, 2010].

The inconsistencies in the observations may be due to a multitude of background

conditions like the causative lightning character or location, thunderstorm charge

structure or the ambient ionospheric conductivity pro�le. Sensor geometry may

also account for some of the inconsistencies in the observations [c.f. NaitAmor

et al., 2017]. Particularly, the observed transmission disturbances was shown to

be strongly dependent on the transmission frequency [Marshall and Inan, 2010].

This work presents an observation of 22 Early events from two thunderstorms on

the evening of 27th August 2016. A novel sensor geometry (section 2) was used in

combination with a high time and frequency resolution analysis method (section 3)

so that several frequencies in the range 19.53�60 kHz was sampled on one North-

South propagation path. Another propagation path was monitored using two

closely separated frequencies ∼23.35 kHz and 23.45 kHz. This set up allows an
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investigation of disturbances on separate frequency signals over the same path.

The observed early events, the thunderstorm conditions and causative lightning

characteristics are presented in sections 4, 5 and 6. Details of two events are shown

as example in section 7. The results presented show the frequency dependence of

early event disturbances.

2 Experimental data

Vertical electric �eld measurements were taken in Bath, UK over a full day from

27th August 2016 00:28:43UTC to 28th August 2016 00:28:18UTC with a single

wideband (4Hz�400 kHz) receiver. The receiver samples at 1 MHz frequency

with an amplitude resolution of 35µV and timing accuracy of 20 ns [Füllekrug,

2010]. The radio recordings were used to observe lower ionospheric perturbation

signals from 4 di�erent sub-ionospheric radio transmissions with callsigns GBZ,

GQD, DHO and MSF. The GBZ broadcast is transmitted from the same station

as the MSF timing signal in Anthorn, UK on a North-South path. GQD is

transmitted from nearby Skelton, UK so that it can be considered as having the

same path as GBZ and MSF. DHO is transmitted from Rhauderfehn, Germany

on an East-West path. These transmissions operate at di�erent frequencies with

narrow bandwidths from 19.53�60 kHz [Koh et al., 2018b, table 1]. The causative

lightning waveforms of the disturbance events is also identi�ed from the radio

data.

Measurements from an quasi-electrostatic �eld sensor (BTD-300) located in Por-

tishead is also available. The BTD-300 measures the vertical electric �eld from

1�50Hz on three co-located antennas so that it is able to distinguish electric �eld

changes due to nearby thunderstorm electrical activity from changes caused by

local sources such as corona discharge, space charge variability and precipitation

[Bennett, 2013]. Lightning electrostatic �eld changes normally have an inverse

cube relationship with distance so that the sensor should be insensitive to signals

from lightning >100 km away. The BTD-300 is synchronised to GPS once per

day so that the crystal oscillator time drift is limited to about 2 s over a day.

The locations of the radio receiver, BTD-300 and transmitter sites are marked on

�gure 1 as triangles and diamonds (see �gure legend).

Cloud top temperatures are available from the Meteosat satellite allowing the
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Fig. 1: Map of experimental set up and thunderstorm. (Top) Experimental set
up and causative lightning locations of Early events. The location of the
wideband radio receiver in Bath, UK and the BTD-300 in Portishead are
marked with black and yellow triangles respectively. The transmitter sites
are marked by di�erent coloured diamonds, GBZ/MSF in green, GQD in
yellow and DHO in purple. The causative locations are shown by dots
with colours that correspond to the time of occurrence (Bottom) Light-
ning locations provided by Météorage from 18:00UTC until 23:59UTC.
The track of the both thunderstorms can be seen moving in a north east
direction.
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thunderstorms in the area to be tracked through the satellite images. Lightning

location and intensity (peak current) data is available from Météorage. Each

discharge is also categorised by polarity (+ or -) and Cloud to Ground (CG) or

Intra-Cloud (IC) in the data.

3 Ionospheric signals using sub-ionospheric radio

The modulation of information on each transmission has to be removed to observe

perturbations in the lower ionosphere. The methodology used is the same as that

used by [Koh et al., 2018a]. A general description of the method is as follows. The

real-valued time series data is �rst converted to a complex baseband time series

using the Hilbert transform. This is done by frequency shifting and �ltering the

data to remove negative frequencies and isolate the frequencies of interest [Liu

et al., 2016, section 3.1]. This time series can be represented by yc(t) = A(t)eiϕ(t)

where A(t) is the amplitude and ϕ(t) is the phase of the signal. These can be cal-

culated for each sample in yc(t) by taking the modulus A(t) = |yc(t)| and argument

ϕ(t) = arctan(=[yc(t)]<[yc(t)]). Secondly, the received complex time series is demodulated

to obtain the message symbol sequence. A simulated transmission is produced

using this symbol sequence and the deviation of the received transmission from

the simulated transmission is taken as the ionospheric signal amplitude |yi| and
phase ϕi.

Since the ionospheric signal is based upon the simulated transmission, the as-

sumption is that the transmission is stable and follows its modulation scheme

perfectly. This is not always valid and instances of phase jumps and frequency

o�set have been reported [Gross et al., 2018, Thomson et al., 2017]. A phase

ramp in the disturbance signal of DHO is observed in this data (not shown) that

is symptomatic of it being transmitted at a frequency o�set from its published

centre frequency. An o�set of 61.73µHz is used here for the centre frequency of

DHO to remove the phase ramp - this is the same o�set used by [Thomson et al.,

2017] for DHO. All other phase jumps and ramps in the data are attributed to

ionospheric e�ects, i.e. the events described in the following section 4.

The MSK modulated GBZ, GQD and DHO transmissions have higher and lower

sideband frequencies each that is centred symmetrically about the centre fre-

quency. Both frequencies are monitored separately in this study to account for
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the frequency dependent propagation of the sidebands. The MSF transmission is

a timing signal service using On-O� Modulation (OOM). The time information

is encoded in the amplitude modulation in the �rst half of each second and the

phase of MSF is e�ectively noise during the `o�' symbols (which are removed from

the analysis). The `o�' to `on' transitions exhibits some amplitude inconsistency

over short periods <1 s [Koh et al., 2018b] so the MSF amplitude is not used in

this study.

4 Early events

A total of 22 separate disturbance events were identi�ed in the ionospheric signals

with 10 of the events occurring on multiple transmissions. All events occurred

after sunset over the propagation path, in twilight or night time conditions with

the �rst clearly discernible event at 19:40:04.670UTC. This event is presented as

an example with disturbances on multiple transmissions and both propagation

paths in section 7.1 and is representative of most of the 22 events. The events

are detected using the 1 s statistical modes of the ionospheric signals so that nat-

ural variability and interference is reduced. This should allow smaller magnitude

events to be unambiguously found but also precludes e�ects with durations <1 s,

for example, Rapid Onset Rapid Decay events [Dowden et al., 1994, 1996a]. The

onset time of each event is pinpointed from the µs resolution ionospheric sig-

nal calculated from each sample of the radio data. The causative lightning of

each event is identi�ed from the broadband radio data by �nding the lightning

waveform nearest the onset time. All event onsets are found to be coincident with

lightning thus classifying the disturbances as Early events. Since both ionospheric

signals and causative lightning are found from the same radio data, there can be

no error in the coincidence. Table 1 summarises the characteristics of each event

numbered #1�22. The event time is given by the UTC of the causative lightning

(column headed `UTC'). The change in log amplitude (δ log10 |yi|) and phase (δϕi)

from pre-event to its peak level is determined from the 1 s statistical modes to

mitigate interference from the causative lightning. The log amplitude changes are

range from -0.04�0.03 log10(Vm
−1) and the phase changes range from -0.4�1.9µs.

It is possible to compare the disturbance on the ionospheric signal between each

sideband frequency of an MSK transmission directly to show changes in the fre-
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quency response of the propagation due to the ionospheric perturbation. Several

events display a dissimilarity between the disturbance on each sideband. δ log10 |yi|
and δϕi are determined for each sideband of a MSK modulated transmission sepa-

rately. The values quoted in outside brackets in table 1 are for the higher sideband

frequency and the values in brackets are for the lower sideband frequency.

The phase frequency response is a group delay τ(ω) = d

dω
ϕ which has been shown

to be sensitive to diurnal ionospheric changes [Koh et al., 2018a, section 5] A

linear approximation of τ(ω) can be calculated from the di�erence between the

phase disturbance at each sideband. However, there can be a non-linear frequency

dependence even over the narrow bandwidth of the transmission [Koh et al., 2018a,

�gure 3]. Therefore, the linear approximation of the group delay is computed using

the cross correlation of the simulated and received transmissions every 1 s. This

is equivalent to a linear �t of the phase frequency response using all the frequency

components of the transmission as opposed to only the 2 sideband frequencies.

The cross correlation operation uses all samples, including the transitions between

the symbols. This delay estimate is referred to as τe; the change in τe from pre-

event to peak level δτe is shown in table 1 for each MSK modulated transmission.

A number of disturbances are only detectable in the τe signal; For example, δτe on

GBZ and GQD produced by event #16 are shown in �gure 2 but there is no clear

δϕi at the event onset. The disturbances on τe is seen to have fast rise time (<1 s,

the time resolution of the τe measurement) and a gradual recovery that is ∼30 s
on both GBZ and GQD. The fast rise and gradual recovery characteristics are

representative of the τe disturbances for the other events, i.e. they have similar

characteristics to disturbances in |yi| or ϕi.

5 Thunderstorms

The early events were produced by lightning origination from two big thunder-

storms that developed over Northern Europe on 27th August 2016. Around

11UTC, convection started on the southern coast of the UK (over Weymouth,

Dorset) to produce the �rst thunderstorm. The thunderstorm grew and moved

Northward so that by 18UTC, the thunderstorm was an electrically active MCS

<100 km (at its nearest point) East of the North-South propagation path of GBZ,

GQD and MSF and North of the DHO propagation path. After sunset over the
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Fig. 2: Event #16 (left) delay τe and (right) phase φi signal for MSK modulated
transmissions GBZ, GQD and DHO. The disturbances on GBZ and GQD
are only seen in τe.
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NS path (19:16UTC), the MCS had moved East and almost completely o�shore

≥200 km away from the North-South propagation path but remains about the

same distance from the DHO propagation path. The second thunderstorm started

over the Netherlands ∼17:45UTC and was intensifying over the night. This thun-

derstorm is ≥500 km from the North-South propagation path but <100 km from

the DHO propagation path throughout. The track of the two thunderstorms after

18UTC can be seen from �gure 1 bottom panel which shows all the lightning

located in the area from 18�22:15UTC.

The lightning activity for the �rst thunderstorm between 18�22:15UTC is pre-

sented in �gure 3, top panel. The number of lightning discharges and the sum

of their peak currents every minute is decreasing throughout this period. The

changes in the cloud area of this thunderstorm is shown in the next panel of �g-

ure 3. The cloud areas and heights were determined from the satellite cloud top

temperature data which is sampled at 15minute intervals. The cloud area above

11 km is seen to be also decreasing throughout this period indicating that the

thunderstorm is in the decay stage. Increases in the areas of lower cloud tops can

be attributed to the collapse of areas with higher cloud tops to the lower altitude.

At around 19UTC the integrated peak current is seen to increase by a larger

amount than the number of discharges so that the average peak current of each

�ash must be higher. The disturbances occur after and are shown in green dots

on both panels. The second thunderstorm is presented in the same format in the

bottom two panels and is seen to be growing in this period as evidenced by the

increasing lightning activity and area of cloud with top heights above 11 km.

6 Causative lightning

The location of each event causative lightning is found from its time coincidence

(<5ms) with Météorage reported lightning locations. Not all event causative

lightning were located in this way. Causative lightning that were located are

shown in �gure 1. The distance from causative lightning location to the North-

South and DHO propagation paths are indicated in the columns headed `dNS' and

`dEW' of table 1 respectively. The distances to the North -South path range from

600 km (event #16) to 330 km (events #1 and 4). For the DHO path, the longest

distance is 380 km (event #21) and the shortest is almost on the path (event
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Fig. 3: Thunderstorm development and lightning activity on 27th August 2016
18�22:15UTC. (Top) Total lightning number and cumulated intensity ev-
ery 15minutes and (second from top) cloud areas distinguished by cloud
top height every 15minutes for the �rst thunderstorm and (bottom two
panels) the same for the second thunderstorm. The �rst thunderstorm
was dissipating (decreasing lightning activity and cloud area) at the start
of the Early events whilst the second thunderstorm was intensifying (in-
creasing lightning activity and cloud area). The proportion of cumulated
peak current to number of �ashes is seen to increase in the �rst thunder-
storm at around 19UTC.
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#18). For all the detected events where the causative lightning was <400 km

from the North-South path, 5
8
are observable on at least one North-South path

transmission. For causative lightning 400�500 km away, the proportion observable

on the North-South path reduces to 4
9
and for lightning that is farther away, the

proportion is 1
3
.

Lightning discharge type (CG or IC) and polarity is also reported. For events

with no coincident reported lightning, the determination of lightning type and

polarity is still possible from the broadband radio waveforms. The broadband

causative lightning waveforms were examined in three separate frequency bands

- ELF (4Hz�2 kHz), VLF (5�15 kHz) and LF (275�400 kHz) - by bandpass �lter-

ing. The causative lightning waveforms of all events except event #3 are +CG

discharges with a continuing current component. Figure 4 shows a representative

+CG waveform from event #1. Event #3 is presented in subsection 7.2.

The event with the largest magnitude disturbance (event #12 δϕi on DHO ) also

has the causative lightning with the highest reported peak current (456.29 kA).

The slow continuing current component of this lightning seen from the radio re-

ceiver signal also has the longest duration of the causative lightning for all events.

The lowest reported +CG peak current that produced any disturbance is 35.36 kA

(event #7).

Additionally, 152 lightning �ashes were observed by the BTD-300 sensor dur-

ing this period even though the lightning located by Météorage in this period

is >200 km away from the sensor situated in Portishead, suggesting that there

were a number of exceptional lightning discharges. These discharges could have

produced a sheet of enhanced conductivity above the thunderstorm that enabled

the quasi-electrostatic signal to be detected from a longer range than expected

[Bennett and Harrison, 2013, Bennett, 2014]. Of these, 7 were unambiguously

coincident with early event causative lightning - these events are marked with a

`Y' in the column headed `BTD' in table 1. Some of the BTD-300 signals were

coincident with the events, but multiple �ashes in the 1 s period before and after

the event time and the time drift of the BTD-300 meant that the signal could

not be identi�ed unambiguously - these events are marked with `a'. The largest

reported peak current lightning of event #12 was not coincident with BTD-300

signals.
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Fig. 4: Event #1 lightning and ionospheric signals. (Top) un�ltered and (second
from top) 4Hz to 1 kHz +CG waveform. The bottom panels show the (left)
log amplitude and (right) phase change from GQD, DHO and MSF. The
disturbance on DHO ϕi is seen to be a di�erent shape to that for GQD
and MSF. There was no disturbance seen on GBZ.
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7 Example events

7.1 Event #01, 19:40:04.670UTC

The causative lightning for this event was located over the North Sea (53.794◦,

2.090◦, location marked on �gure 1) approximately 170 km from the DHO path

and 330 km from the North-South path at the nearest points. The lightning

waveform has a particularly strong ELF component as shown in the second panel

from top of �gure 4 - this is a feature of the causative lightning waveforms of all

events except event #3.

There were disturbances on GQD, DHO and MSF for this event; these distur-

bances are shown in the bottom three rows in �gure 4. The disturbance is clear-

est on the DHO lower sideband phase (red line), but can also be seen in other

ionospheric signals, for example GQD amplitude and MSF phase. Features of

the disturbance on DHO most closely match those of LORE events; no apparent

recovery is seen, but the total length of the recovery is obfuscated by the phase

disturbance of event #2 170 s later (not shown). The same event produced a very

di�erent disturbance signature on the separate North-South path. A drop in the

GQD amplitude is followed by a recovery lasting ∼60 s before the signal stabilises
at a post-event amplitude higher than pre-event. A similar signature is seen in

the MSF phase; there is a phase decrease at the event onset which is followed by a

∼60 s recovery to a post-event phase that is higher than pre-event. No disturbance
is seen on the GBZ ionospheric signal for this event.

There is some subjectivity in the estimation of the recovery times as the slow

�uctuations in the ionospheric signals during night time conditions mean that it

is di�cult to estimate an ambient level, especially for longer recovery durations.

Therefore, no attempt has been made to quantify the recovery times of these

events. However, only disturbances that are clearly >10 s in duration have been

identi�ed as an event.

7.2 Event #03, 19:54:21.596UTC

Figure 5 shows the signal from the radio receiver which is a 20ms sferic burst

with small ELF component. This causative lightning was not located although
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discharges <1 s before and after were reported in the second thunderstorm over

Netherlands on the DHO path, including a +CG 238ms after with peak current

of 50.51 kA. However, there is no way to be certain that these CG are related to

the disturbance.

The rise time of the disturbance onset for this event is ∼300ms, determined

from the µs time resolution ionospheric signal disturbances on DHO and GQD

amplitude and phase. This is shown in �gure 5 with pre and post-event levels

annotated. In this event, the onset rise is similar on the disturbances produced.

It is not easy to clearly identify details of the disturbance onset from this signal due

to (1) interference from the causative lightning at the onset of the event; (2) noise

and variability of the ionosphere and; (3) the intermittent nature of the ionospheric

signals due to the modulation of the transmissions. For example, when MSF is

modulated `o�', its ionospheric signal cannot be determined. Similarly, for MSK

modulated transmissions (GBZ, GQD and DHO), the transmitted signal switches

between the higher and lower sidebands so that when one is transmitting, the other

is e�ectively o�. Thus, no attempt is made here to quantify the disturbance rise

times for all events. However, the onset rise of this event is certainly not <20ms

and therefore cannot be categorised as Early/fast. In comparison with the other

events in the data analysed, the rise time is not unusual. A number of events also

produced disturbances with rise times that were hundreds of milliseconds long,

although there were no clear Early/slow events with >500ms rise times.

8 Discussion

The salient points from the observations can be summarised as:

(1) none of the events produced a disturbance on all the North-South path trans-

missions simultaneously. Further, the disturbance on an MSK modulated trans-

mission may not be the same on its sidebands;

(2) the disturbances on the North-South path transmissions are caused by light-

ning discharges displaced from the propagation path by 330�600 km and for any

one of the observed events, the located causative lightning is nearer to the DHO

path (<380 km) than the North-South path; the likelihood of a transmission not

being disturbed (given that there is a disturbance on another transmission) in-
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Fig. 5: Event #3 lightning and ionospheric signals. (Top) un�ltered and (second
from top) 4Hz to 1 kHz lightning waveform. The bottom panels show the
high time resolution (left) log amplitude and (right) phase change from
GQD and DHO. Approximate pre and post disturbance signal levels are
shown in the thick broken lines.
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creases with displacement distance of the causative lightning from the propagation

path;

(3) except for an unidenti�ed sferic burst, all identi�ed causative lightning are

+CG with peak currents 35.36�456.29 kA and continuing current;

(4) most of the causative lightning discharges occurred over the North Sea in the

stratiform region of a decaying MCS;

The observation of point (1) shows that lightning ionospheric perturbations are

frequency dependent in agreement with the modelling of [Marshall and Inan,

2010]. Disturbances can exhibit di�erences between even the smallest frequency

separation between the ionospheric signals; for example, disturbances on GQD for

events #1, 3 and 20 exhibit di�erences between the sidebands which are only 50Hz

apart. Without considering the speci�c physical mechanism for the ionospheric

perturbation, from the detected events, the transmissions on the North-South

path have a larger likelihood of being disturbed with decreasing displacement

distance from causative lightning to propagation path. The implication is that

disturbance frequency selectivity is stronger with increasing distance from the

centre of the conductivity perturbation. This is probably a signi�cant factor for

DHO being disturbed by the majority of the events as the causative lightning of all

the observed events are nearer to the DHO propagation path. Events #4 and #13

stand out as disturbing the North-South path transmissions but not DHO. DHO

is also more sensitive to ionospheric changes as evidenced by the diurnal response

[Koh et al., 2018b, �gure 3] - accounting for the generally larger disturbances

seen on DHO. The sensitivity of the propagation path to ionospheric changes can

also determine the detectable threshold of disturbances resulting in more or less

detections. The frequency selectivity and propagation path sensitivity highlight

the importance of sensor geometry since the modal interference pattern formed

on the ground by sub-ionospheric propagation is frequency dependent. This may

have an impact on a number of investigations. For example, when considering the

correspondence of early events with TLEs [Haldoupis et al., 2004, Marshall et al.,

2006], perturbation imaging [Johnson et al., 1999] or constraining the conductivity

of sprite plasma.

Considering simple geometries for lightning and thunderstorm charge structure,

the ionospheric perturbation caused by lightning must be roughly centred above

the causative discharge according to the proposed mechanisms of either EMP or
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QE �elds. Hence, the perturbations observed on the North-South path is either

from the wide angle scattering of the transmissions o� a low aspect ratio per-

turbation of high conductivity (i.e. sprite body) as proposed by [Dowden et al.,

1996b] and termed `VLF sprites' or; from forward scattering o� a horizontally

extensive conductivity perturbation. These can be produced by either the QE

mechanism, for example, sprite halos [e.g., Inan et al., 1996, Moore et al., 2003] or

lightning EMP [Inan et al., 1991, Taranenko et al., 1993, Mika et al., 2006]. Halos

should not disturb propagation paths >150 km displaced from the causative light-

ning [Johnson et al., 1999, Moore et al., 2003]. Lightning EMP can produce thin

(∼10 km) but horizontally extensive (up to 400 km radius) ionospheric perturba-

tions [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001, Marshall, 2012]. The displacement distances

of causative lightning from the North-South path thus limits the probable mech-

anisms to lightning EMP and wide angle scattering o� a sprite body.

For a thin horizontal perturbation patch, the sub-ionospheric propagation of a

radio wave will not be disturbed if the bulk of its energy is re�ected below the

conductivity perturbation. This re�ection of a radio wave in the ionosphere is de-

pendent on the ionospheric conductivity and the radio wave frequency. For the D

region ionosphere, the conductivity pro�le generally increases with height so that

higher frequency radio waves are re�ected at higher altitudes. Conversely, the

perturbation will be transparent to the radio wave if the wave frequency is high

relative to the electron density and collision frequency of the perturbed region.

The MSF transmission has a frequency of 60 kHz compared to the 19.58 kHz and

22.1 kHz carrier frequencies of GBZ and GQD. Lightning EMP produce weak con-

ductivity perturbations [Marshall, 2012, Kotovsky and Moore, 2017] at the edge

of the night time re�ection heights of ∼20 kHz transmissions so that frequency

selective disturbances due to the perturbation altitude pro�le could be plausible.

The height of optical emissions from EMP heating and ionisation of the ionosphere

(ELVEs) have also been observed to range from 82�94 km including variations of

up to 2 km on single nights [van der Velde and Montanyà, 2016]. Further, the dis-

tances of the causative lightning from the North-South propagation path means

that the conductivity perturbation over the path is likely to be much weaker than

nearer the causative lightning location. A corollary of the altitude dependence

is that disturbances on higher frequencies should be longer in duration than on

lower frequencies because the ionisation and temperature relaxation times of the
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ionosphere increase with altitude but this is not seen clearly in the observations.

Moreover, the re�ection height variation with frequency is expected to be small,

<2 km from 20�40 kHz [Marshall and Inan, 2010, section 3.3]. If the disturbances

are due to lightning EMP, than the observations would mean the horizontal extent

of such perturbations are larger than expected, especially as most of the causative

lightning peak currents are not exceptional (<200 kA).

For wide angle scattering o� a sprite body, the scattered wave forms an interfer-

ence pattern on the ground that varies with azimuth angle and radial distance

from the sprite that is dependent on the frequency of the incident wave [Rodger

et al., 1997, Rodger and Nunn, 1999, Rodger et al., 1999]. Therefore, for given

locations of transmitter, sprite and receiver such as with the North-South path

transmissions, the disturbance would vary with frequency. The recovery should

follow a logarithmic function [Dowden and Rodger, 1997]. For event #1 shown

in �gure 4, the disturbances on GQD amplitude and MSF phase does indeed ex-

hibit roughly logarithmic recoveries if an extrapolation of the ambient ionospheric

signal is made, however, this process is not neccesarily an objective measure (see

subsection 7.1).

Causative lightning of the observed early events are found to be almost exclu-

sively +CG in the stratiform region of a decaying MCS (�rst thunderstorm of the

day) with the exception of the sferic burst producing event #3 (subsection 7.2).

They also have signi�cant ELF emissions associated with continuing current and

charge moment change. These characteristics match those of sprite producing

lightning [Soula et al., 2015]. These lightning were found from sub-ionospheric

radio remote sensing independently of optical observations (which are unavail-

able), suggesting a strong relationship between the physical mechanisms. The

sferic burst identi�ed from event #3 is also linked to the production of sprites.

These complex discharges were previously identi�ed by [Johnson and Inan, 2000]

from sub-ionospheric radio disturbances and subsequently observed to be linked

to optical sprites [Ohkubo et al., 2005, van der Velde et al., 2006]. Three events

(#16, 17, 18) were located in the second, intensifying thunderstorm in a 20minute

period. The short time window suggests conditions conducive to the production

of ionospheric perturbations in a decaying MCS can exist brie�y in an intensifying

thunderstorm; a speci�c charge structure in�uencing the ionospheric conductivity

pro�le above for example.
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Lightning discharges that produce ELVEs from EMP exhibits correlation with

peak current and rise times; above 50 kA, the probability of elves being detected

from the �ash increases sharply and at 100 kA the probability is >80% [Blaes et al.,

2016]. They are also triggered by both +CG and -CG [Barrington-Leigh and Inan,

1999] such that it is probable that all high peak current CG produce EMP capable

of modifying ionospheric conductivity. This is in contrast with the relatively even

spread of the peak currents of lightning associated with the observed early events.

Given that the second thunderstorm moved across the DHO path, the most likely

scenario is that many elves were produced from this thunderstorm but not detected

as radio disturbances. It is possible that there is a secondary condition necessary

for lightning EMP to produce ionospheric perturbations that are detectable on

sub-ionospheric radio, the ionospheric conductivity pro�le for example. The �rst

thunderstorm is probably too far displaced from both propagation paths.

Further, 152 ionospheric perturbations of large horizontal extent were inferred

from quasi-electrostatic measurements (BTD-300). These overlap a proportion

of the identi�ed causative lightning ( 7
22
× 100% ≈ 32%), however, the quasi-

electrostatically detected �ashes show bias towards -CG. These events have been

associated previously with halos [Bennett and Harrison, 2013, Bennett, 2014] and

the statistical spread of lightning polarity concurs with that for halo production

[Bering et al., 2004, Frey et al., 2007, Williams et al., 2012]. This points to a

scenario where many halos were produced but also not detected as sub-ionospheric

radio disturbances.

Therefore, the disturbances observed in this work are likely to be from sprite events

via scattering o� sprite plasma. Forward scattering from lightning ionospheric

perturbations directly on the propagation path may yield di�erent results for the

frequency dependence and is yet to be investigated. The three events that were

located <20 km from the DHO propagation could be from particularly strong

halo conductivity perturbation since the perturbation is not distant from the

propagation path and there were coincident quasi-electrostatic signals.

9 Summary

Observations of sub-ionospheric radio were made using a single wideband radio

receiver along two di�erent propagation paths; a North-South propagation path
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375�398 km in length and an East-West path 704 km in length. The transmis-

sions monitored were GBZ, GQD and MSF on the North-South path and DHO

on the East-West path. The transmissions operate at a range of frequencies from

19.53�60 kHz. This is the �rst study using multiple frequencies on the same prop-

agation path.

22 early events were identi�ed from the radio data. The disturbances seen on

the North-South path were not reciprocated across the transmissions on the path

showing the frequency selectivity of ionospheric perturbations. Most of the events

were detected on the DHO transmission as the causative lightning is much closer

to this propagation path and the propagation is more sensitive to ionospheric

changes. The frequency selectivity disturbances highlight the importance of trans-

mission frequency in the detection of Early events.

Examination of the causative lightning reveal that they are similar to sprite pro-

ducing lightning - they are predominantly +CG with strong ELF component oc-

curring over the stratiform region of a decaying MCS. The lightning produced by

the nearby thunderstorms (inferred from lightning location network reports and

quasi-electrostatic measurements) should produce many more events from EMP

and halo mechanisms. Thus, it is suggested that the propagation paths monitored

are insensitive to conductivity perturbations from EMP and halo and instead, the

disturbances seen are a result of sprites, potentially via wide angle scattering o�

sprite plasma.
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarks

This PhD introduces a new signal processing technique that when allows a num-

ber of new insights about the lower ionosphere when applied to sub-ionospheric

radio. The resolution provided by the new technique over narrow bandwidths

such as those of man-made transmissions show a surprising non-linear frequency

response. This frequency response changes with the diurnal cycle and also with

fast disturbances such as those related to lightning. The technique reveals that

short term <1s variability of the ionosphere is observable in sub-ionospheric radio

and that this variability changes with time.

Experiments conducted to study lightning ionospheric perturbations in detail have

provided new insights. A thunderstorm related disturbance that is not charac-

teristic of typical lightning ionospheric perturbations was observed with multiple

transmissions covering a frequency range 19.53�60 kHz. The features of this dis-

turbance may be a result of the thunderstorm electrostatic �eld. More typical

lightning ionospheric perturbations were also observed with these transmissions.

The conditions in which these disturbances occurred are consistent with wide an-

gle scattering o� sprite plasma, a phenomenon that has received much attention

previously due to con�icting observations.

The technique can be applied to further work in support of the imminent space

missions of ASIM and TARANIS to study upper atmospheric lightning. The D re-

gion is also a�ected by many other sources of extraterrestrial origin, this technique

can be applied in the study of these e�ects too. Generally, more observations are

required, speci�cally with regards to the thunderstorm electrostatic �eld mech-
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anism for ionospheric perturbation. Even though the experimental results are

promising, modelling work would provide further physical insight, for example,

to constrain sprite plasma conductivities needed for the wide angle scattering

mechanism.

There are also still some basic questions about the technique that need investiga-

tion, particularly regarding transmitter e�ects. The technique e�ectively makes

an educated guess of the transmitted signal to obtain a di�erential measurement

with the received signal that is said to be from the ionosphere. In practice, some

proportion of the signal may come from transmitter imperfections. This is impor-

tant to quantify particularly to interpret the <1 s variabilities. Here, di�erential

measurements with a receiver near the transmitter and a receiver at a remote site

would help. Additionally, longer term comparisons with small array measurements

can provide more insight into the radio propagation.
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